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Piecing together a

better BCBSF

You've heard it many times. T he health care industry is going through unprecedented challenge and change. But
what are we doing to remain competitive and more importantly, to stay in business for the 5 million Floridians
who rely on us every day?

The answer is A LOT. There are many initiatives you will read about in
this issue that will help us through today's transitional Limes. A major
transformation is under way in the health care industry and the people of
BCBSF are doing what we can to lead the change.
In our Health Business sector, we are looking for better ways to deliver
affordable health care choices. This is part of the company's quest for
continuous improvement, one of our core values deeply rooted jn our
corporate culture.
We are not satisfied maintaining the status quo. "Continuous learning and
improvement are keys to our success. Our world and our industry are
changing daily. That means we have to continually learn how to improve
what we do now as well as develop new capabilities," says our President
and CEO Michael Cascone.
Throughout this issue, you'll read about our efforts to improve. This is most
evident in our desire to focus more sharply on consumers. Knowing them,
understanding who they are and how we can best meet their ever-changing
needs is at the crux of many projects, including Customer Relationship
Management (see page 24) and the work of the Consumer 'fransformation
Teams. (See page14.)
Our continuous improvement isn't limited to the Health Business
Sector; it spans throughout the enterprise. The development
of Navigy, which will help diversify our business, is
testimony to that. Read all about our new
subsidiary on page18.

Ow- spirit of improvement expands
to the community and the world
around us. The events of Sept. 11
struck us deeply and prompted us
to reach out and help those in
need. BCBSF employees gave of
their money, their blood and their
prayers. For our associates in New
York who work for Empire Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, we offered
our services and support and
signed banners to show our
encouragement.
Our desfre to improve, to
remain ahead of the competition,
is something we can all be proud
of. It's the BCBSF way; it's the
American way.

ON T HE COVER:
T he leaders of the Consumer
Transformation Teams are helping
BCBSF become more consumer
focused. Pictured (left front to
right) are Catherine Peper, Dave
Pizzo , Barbara Hunter, Doug
Porter, Jane Tuten, April Harrell,
Elana
Kirkland
Diane
and
Schrader. Read more about the
Consumer Transformation Teams
on page 14.

ONE OF THE KEYS

IS TO REC OGNIZE THAT

MEMBERS WANT A VARIETY OF WAYS TO ACCESS
US AND OUR PRODUCTS.

manual method of assembling and
rnstributing member packages.
■ Web Sales: Through bcbsfl.com,
individual Florida residents can
review, select and purchase health
products online at our website
with secure around-the-clock
access to a number of our insurance
plans, benefit and rate information.
Consumers can review selected
plans, receive instant quotes and
choose from a number of products.
It will also be available to small
groups by the end of the year. Live
assistance is available weekdays8
a.m. -8 p.m.
■ Enterprise Customer Self
Service: Members visiting our
website can now securely access
static information, such as
downloadable forms, provider
rnrectories and Frequently Asked
Questions. They can also request

duplicate ID cards or benefit
booklets. By the end of the year,
the company also hopes to offer
more interactive capabilities,
inclurnng checking claims status
and explanation of benefits
(EOBs), changing primary care
providers and submitting inquiries.
■ Consumer Information Platform
(CIP): This will build the information
infrastructure and intelligence
interface to serve as a foundation
for all consumer-related initiatives.
CIP is being built to better serve
our existing members, drive effi
ciencies in our current operations
and better meet consumers' ever
changing needs and expectations.
■ Online Broker (eHealth):
Members or prospects who want
to review, select and purchase
health products online can also
look at BCBSF health plans on

eHealthlnsurance.com, whicb
provides a broker-like expedt
on the web. Our health plans
those of competitors are rnspl
to prospects, who complete tb
applications online and then l
and send in their application 1
company of their choice. Live
assistance is provided online.

■ Computer Telephony lntegra
CTI integrates the telephone i
computer to provide our custc
service associates with immec
access to relevant customer
information by displaying it o
their desktop when a customt:
is received. CTI also offers tht
ability to transfer calls and da
between rnfferent business un
a critical step in CRM.
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formation initiatives and
::ts integrated under CRM.
:Foundational CRM Projects,"
'.). All of these projects will
mild the information technol
tfrastructure that CRM
t'es to support service and
-selling opportunities.
of the keys," says Joyce
zer, group vice president of
orth GBU who heads several
rojects, "is to recognize that
)ers want a variety of ways to
s us and our products." Some
� direct mail, others want to
with a telemarketer or speak
·son with a sales agent. Since
prefer to make purchases
�, BCBSF recently introduced

Internet sales of some products for
individual members.
At the heart of a CRM philosophy is
a better understanding of our
members. This requires information
- much of which we already have.
During Lhe past three decades,
says Doug Porter, a BCBSF director
and head of the information tech
nology marketing and integration
unit, BCBSF gathered large volumes
of customer information.
"But it is fragmented throughout
the company," he says. A CRM
philosophy will pull that information
together into reliable, usable data
that is readily accessible. "The
concept here is very simple," he

says. "We need a foundation of
information about our members
from which we can derive both
information and intelligence."
The information Lo which he refers
is the member's history, such as
his or her past few calls and their
resolution as well as a collection of
demographic information. By intel
ligence, Porter means information
about the member's needs and
desires that can be compared and
contrasted with products and
services BCBSF already offers or is
exploring for future development.
"That," says Porter, "is where the
power of Customer Relationship
Management really starts to come in." C)

lundational CRM Projects
s a brief summary of the
r projects that are part of
mndational CRM work:

nnel Automation: The
ent channels through which
our products are distributed
members are being connected
utomated. Members might
IVith us via direct mail,
�, an agent or a BCBSF sales
,entative. Channel automation
nable anyone working in any
se four channels to learn
information about a prospect
,tomer, including his or her
ms contacts with BCBSF
arketers or agents and what
nation has already been sent
member. All this information
e available immediately,
the company representative
to the member.

■ Channel Compensation:
Automating our compensation
programs for our various distribution
channels, such as sales agents and
telemarketers, will enable the
company to accurately track how
well various compensation and
incentive packages relate to sales
results - and modify those pack
ages accordingly to get the best
results. The company will also be
able to analyze the costs associated
with each sale and determine the
percentage of each product sold
via the va1ious sales channels.
■ Rating: The rating process determining a rate quote for a
prospective or renewing group
customer based on such factors as
age, sex and geography - "vill
be significantly automated,
streamlined and standardized. The
automation should cul about three
days from the1 0 to14 days it usually

takes for BCBSF to respond to a
rating request. In addition, most
benefit alternatives and their
impact on rates will be able to be
accessed immediately by sales
persons or agents via the Internet,
with no need to refer back to a
company underwriter.
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Benefits You - More Choice and Flexibility
BCBSF's employee benefits program is changing. The company is
rolling out a benefits package that allows employees to select their
own benefits and coverage levels.

7

National Business Unit Raises Florida's Profile
Did you know that the National Business Unit produces about
one-third of our Health Business revenues? Learn what makes the
NBU a success.

11

COVER STORY
More than Words: A Strategy to Become Consumer-driven
The Health Business Strategy is evolving to remain independent and
consumer driven. To help in this transition, Consumer Transformation
Teams were formed Lo help us become truly consumer centric.

15

Employees Give a Thumbs-up to BCBSF Workplace
Find out what employees said about BCBSF overall job satisfaction
and the effectiveness of company communications.

r view

Navigy: Making Ideas Real
Gain more insight into the
company's reasons for creating
N avigy and what we can
expect from its new joint
venture, Availily.

22

Healthy Delivery
M eet Maria Proenza, a BCBSF
employee who is thankful that
our Healthy Addition program
helped her de]jver a healthy
baby girl.

of View
Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) places
the consumer at the center of
everything we do. Learn about
the initiatives Lo put Lhis
philosophy in place.

■ Contract Automation: This new
process automates the selection,
printing, collating and distribution
of member packages. After a
member enrolls, the system creates
a product pick list, which is used
to retrieve appropriate forms ( such
as member handbooks, provider
directories, endorsements and
other collateral material) from a
document library, merges member
and product data and produces a
digital image of the documents. The
process supports both new enroll
ments and enrollment maintenance
and will replace the current
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CRM jnvolves every product, service
and "touchpoint," or interaction
that potential and current members
have with BCBSF, its subsidiaries
and affiliated vendors - from
initial awareness to enrollment and
throughout the member's life.
Other industries are well known
for their ability to understand
their customers' preferences. For
example, when you call some
pizza chains, your previous orders
and your address appear on a
computer screen to the person
handling your call. As part of
computer telephone integration
(CTI), BCBSF is laying the technical
groundwork so when a member
calls, basic information about
their products, coverage and the
nature of previous calls will
immediately be available to the
person handling the call.
Armed with this information, we
will be much better informed to
help members with their needs
and resolve concerns. In addition,
notes Corsuti, eventually everybody
throughout the enterprise will
have consistent and comprehensive
member information.

Vou'II be able to choose
benefits that are right for you."
11
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HOW

CRM WIL.L

ultimately w

All member encounters represent
an opportunity to learn from our
members, build relationships with
them, provide them with appropriate
products and services and create
deeper loyalty. Thanks to CRM,
every contact with a member
would ultimately elicit information
that would generate a series of
follow-ups. This, in turn, could
lead to more satisfied members
and to increased sales of traditional
and non-traditional products from
across our business sectors.
To lay the foundation for CRM, the
company is currently supporting a
number of projects designed to
improve our members' experiences,
gather member information and
use the information in product
development and improvement.
These include the Consumer

Here's an example of hov
work when a member contc
a concern:

A concern is received by emai
mail or face-to-face. In additior
the concern and entering tha
into our customer informatio
we would ask the member a fe
about their demographics,
experience with us, occupatio,
Based on responses, we
suggest products and service
interest them - and send th
information related to thei
these products or services
communications channel of t
We then would follow up on
and the other products and s
hopefully, make a new sale. Af
that product or service, we wo
to gauge satisfaction.
In short, concerns from our rr
serve as opportunities to pre
into our products and ser
learning more about our m
strengthening our relationship
Life-changing events such as
birth or divorce, could trigger;
of information. This exch
strengthen our relationships w
and provide an opportunity to o·
products or services.
"These changes in people's
trigger things we can do for OL
says Armando Luna, vice
Corporate Marketing and
example, understanding tr
member turns 50 or 55 that
approaching retirement and nE
services is understanding thei

0 m
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:ONSUMERS
GE
�c
m erism - high expectations from customers for product
11ance and ser vice - is rapidly changing the health care market.

rmers' experience with
ndustries, such as financial
ions, retail businesses and
stance companies, has
red dramatically," says
a Rehfus, vice president
tomer Knowledge and
.lity Development. "This has
Iigher consumer expectations
all industries. With other
�ies seeking to satisfy
aers with new, nontraditional
ns, we need to dramatically
'e our attentiveness to our
�rs and our ability to meet
eeds."
why BCBSF is seeking to
1e its relationship with
ners through Customer

[AVE TO TRANSFORM
F INTO AN ENVIRON
[' WHERE WE'RE NOT
OPERATING ON AN
T-BY-EVENT BASIS.

Relationship Management (CRM).
"Right now we're very transaction
oriented," says Barbara Hunter,
vice president of Strategic Service
Delivery. ''We process claims
or receive phone calls. We have
to transform BCBSF into an
environment where we're not just
operating on an event-by-event
basis. We need to look at the entire
member experience so that we can
resolve members' issues the first
time, understand and anticipate
their needs, highly satisfy them
and build loyalty."
CRM has become a buzzword
among many corporations seeking
to shape their business based on
customers' desires. "CRM is a
philosophy, a way of doing business
that places the consumer at the
center of everything we do," says
Carl Corsuti, director in Customer
Knowledge and Capability
Development. "Basically, we need
to understand our members'
needs, values and expectations and
use this knowledge to target and
add value for our members in our
products and services."

p

0

n t

At our company, CRM is every
employee working every day to
respect, value, learn from and
serve our prospective and current
members. It is the principle that
should guide us to accomplish
corporate strategies and objectives,
while building member relationships
and loyalty.

More choice and flexibility
Benefits You - BCBSF's employee benefits program - is changing to provide
employees with more flexibility and choice. It's part of a new strategy that
reinforces the partnership between employees and the company. In 2002, the
company will roll out the next phase of a benefits package that allows
employees to select the benefits and coverage levels that make sense for
them and their families.

Such an approach requires every
employee across the enterprise to
adopt a radically different mindset.
Each employee must realize they
impact consumers directly through
their interactions, and indirectly
through the services we provide,
decisions we make and products
we develop.

"You'll be able to choose benefits
that are right for you,'' says Paula
Labian, director of Total Rewards.
"You and the company will spend
money only on the benefits you
select."

I

No longer a fringe or an extra,
henel'its are a significant portion of
total pay - as much as 35 percent.
Consequently, they require close
attention if the company is to balance
customer needs for affordable
choice with diverse employee
needs for flexible benefits.
In 2002, employees can select from
a broader menu of options and even
opt out or reduce certain coverages
and receive "Hex dollars" to spend
on other benefits or receive as cash
each pay period. "For example, if
you have health coverage through
your spouse's employment, you
can vvaive health care and get 50
'flex dollars' each month to spend

on other benefits or take those
dollars as cash," Labian says. It's
important to note that employees
are required to have group medical
coverage and must verify coverage
before opting out of BCBSF's
health plans.
"Employees' options used to be
health care coverage for singles or
families," says Labian, "Now they
can choose from plans for an
employee, employee plus child or
children, employee plus spouse or
domestic partner, or employee plus
family. In addition, we'll offer new
dental and vision options."
The evolving benefits package is
designed to provide competitive
benefits that are cost effective and
that help the company attract,
motivate and retain highly skilled
employees while remaining
competitive in the marketplace.

In Phase 1, the company expanded
health care options to three
coverage and contribution levels
and offered simplified HMO and
PPO plans as well as a dental PPO.
Phase JI offers competitive benefits
with more choice and flexibility
than ever before. Employees will
share more of the cost and take a
more active role in their decisions
about benefits. Still, in most cases,
BCBSF employees will pay less for
their health care benefits than most
employees of other companies.
"On average, other employers in
Florida pay 65 percent of the cost
of employee health insurance
premiums. In 2001 , BCBSF paid, in
aggregate,84 percent of the health
insurance premiums," says Labian.
In 2002, BCBSF will pay in aggregate
80 percent. ''With health care costs
projected to rise in the double digits
next year, the company is asking
employees to share more in the
cost to help us stay competitive."
Staying competitive means balancing
between two of our core values:
members are our reason for being
and employees are our number-one
continued on next page
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on what to eat and encouraged me
to get enough rest. I wanted to do
everything I could to ensure a
healthy pregnancy and Clevelle
was right there with me, every step
of the way."
assel. Just as we've had to make
changes in the way we deliver our
products and services, we've also
had to look at restructuring our
benefits to better moderate the
impact of continuously rising health
care costs. The 2002 Benefits You
program offers employees more
choice of plans and coverage
while helping the company better
manage the cost of providing
those benefits.
In addition to more choice,
employees will also see more
flexibility to accommodate the
diversity of the workforce, as well
as a company match of 50 percent
of contributions to SelectFund
Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA)
up to $1 ,000. Employees will have
to designate one FSA account for
the match - either health care or
dependent care.
"For instance, if you want Lasik
surgery, this is a way to get extra
help and to use pre-tax dollars to
pay for it," Labian says.
The changes introduced in 2002
will position the company for
alignment with BCBSF's Platform
for Affordable Choice (PAC) for
large groups. That means even
more choice and more flexibility
in benefits options in the future,
Labian says.
"That's why we call it Ben�ts You Your Plans. Your Choice," she says. �
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2002 Be n efits O ptions
Annual enrol lm ent is schedu led fo r Oct. 8 - Oct. 26. H e re is a qu ick look at
the be nefits package em p loyees w i l l see :
Health Care - four options
• Va lue H M O
• C u rrent H M O ( " Signatu re" )
• Va lue PPO
• C u rrent P PO ( " Signatu re " )
O r, wa ive coverage a n d receive
$50 each month to spend on
other benefits or rece ive as cash
Dental Care - three options
• Prepa id Plan
• B l ue Dental Cho ice Signature
• B l u e Denta l Choice Va l u e
O r, opt o u t a nd rece ive $5 each
month to spend on othe r benefits
or rece ive as cash
Vision care - two options
• Va lue plan
• Sig natu re plan
Four coverage and
contribution levels
• E m ployee only
• E m ployee a nd spouse
(or q u a l ified domestic pa rtn er)
• E m ployee a nd ch i l d (ren)
• E m ployee a nd fa m i ly

SelectFund FSA company match
50 percent match for the fi rst
$ 1 ,000 in either a hea lth care
account or a dependent ca re account
Basic life and AD&D insurance
(company pays for two times pay)
Opt down to one times pay and
receive flex dollars
Opt down to $50, 000 for
employees earn ing more than
$50, 000 and rece ive f lex dollars
Supplemental life and
AD&D insurance
Options for one, two or three
times pay
Long-term disability
(company pays for 60 percent of pay)
Opt up to 70 percent of pay
Opt down to 50 percent of pay and
receive flex dollars

A voluntary, prenatal education
program, Healthy Addition is
available to all BCBSF members.
"Members are identified through
a referral program. We mail
educational materials to all members
in early stages of pregnancy and
then call again at 28-32 weeks. For
members identified as high-risk,
we communicate more frequently,
sometimes as often as every week,"
says George. "Through these
phone calls, we reinforce the
importance of following the
doctor's orders."
"I really like the individualized
service behind this program,"
continues George. "We are totally
immersed in the health of the
member and what we can do to
help them through a dilTicull Lime."
Proenza's maternity leave was to
begin April 24. With her pregnancy
at 36 weeks, she would have a few
weeks to take care of herself and
prepare for the upcoming birth.
During her last day of work,
Proenza felt the conlraclions begin
again. So, after finishing up for the
day, she decided to play it safe and
stop by the hospital.
At South Miami Hospital, medical
personnel began monitoring
Proenza's baby and determined
that labor had begun. The monitors
also showed that the baby's
heart rate was dropping with
each contraction.

After consulting with Proenza and
her husband, the doctors made their
decision - she would undergo a
Caesarean section to avoid further
stress to her baby. On April 24,
200 1, just hours after leaving work,
she gave birth to a happy and
healthy baby girl-Priscilla Ashley
Proenza, 6 pounds 11 ounces. "My
husband and I were so happy to
have Priscilla. I know the support
and encouragement from Clevette
played a part in the health of our
baby," says Proenza.

11

1 was able to

Addition program. When I w
another company, no one die
thing like this. Clevette alwa:
to check up on me and I th01
was great," says Proenza. "I ,
to return to work eight week
Priscilla was born. She is firn
I'm feeling great."
For more information abo
Healthy Addition and how
enroll in the program, cal
1 -800-955-7635 and select
option six. C)

return to work eigl,

weeks after Priscilla was born. She is finE

I'm feeling great."

Following up with members after
delivery gives the Healthy Addition's
staff the opportunity to check on
the conditions of the new mothers
and their babies. "We also use this
opportunity to present information
about the Dependent Care
Connection, Inc. program. It's a
counseling and educational service
that addresses child care options
and other services," says George.
"I absolutely love helping the
mothers and I'm especially happy
when there is a good outcome for
both mother and baby."
Throughout her pregnanc�
Proenza appreciated the support of
George and Lhe Healthy Addition
program. "I was very surprised by
the attention and care I received
from Clevette through the Healthy

Maria Proenza credits Healthi
with helpin g her deliver a he;
baby girl .

When Blue Cross and Blue Shield of F lorida formed the National
Business Unit (NBU) early in 1 999, the move was designed not only
to profitably grow national business, but to strengthen our position
with key Blue plans and within the Blue Cross Blue Shield

,"':<-

lealthy Delivery

3 S F Prog ra m H e l ps with H i g h-R i s k Preg n a n c i es
g the night, when the rest of our family is sleeping, I share special,
ime with my baby girl, Priscilla," says Maria Proenza, health care
lerk in BCBSF's Miami office. " But, I remember my pregnancy wasn't
ceful as the moments my daughter and I share now."

: seventh month of my second pregnancy, I suffered from kidney
and a urinary tract infection. The pain was severe, so I went to the
:1.l for medication," remembers Proenza. Not uncommon in pregnant
rr, kidney stones are formed from crystals that contain combinations
erals and other chemicals.

1ain medication triggered labor. This was weeks before my due
) I was concerned about the baby," says Proenza. For six days, she
l pre-term labor and fears for her unborn child. Finally, the labor
d and she was able to return home.
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RAISES FLORIDA'S PROFILE
The NBU identifies and analyzes national issues affecting the Blue system,
develops our positions and works with similar Blue plans to influence the
Association's governance process. "We are seen by the Association as a
high-performing organization, which enables us to operate from the high
ground on major issues," says Tom Albright, NBU group vice president.

With proper rest and care, Proenza
returned to her job one month
later. "I had been anxious about
the baby while I was in the hospital
and I was glad that everything was
going to be all right, but I knew it
was important to take care of
myself."

The National Business Unit produces about one-third of the total Health
Business revenues, contributes positive operating income to the enterprise
and accounts for significant enrollment gains annually. NBU revenues
primarily come from three areas: the BlueCard program; National Accounts
(groups that have members in more than one Blue plan's service area); and
the Federal Employee Program (FEP).

When Clevette George, a BCBSF
Individual Benefits coordinator,
called Proenza about the Healthy
Addition program, she was ready
to listen. "Clevette was great. She
sent me brochures, gave me tips

The BlueCard program accounts for most of the NBU's operating income. When
a member from another Blue plan seeks medical attention in our service area,
we receive an administrative fee as the "host" plan for servicing the claim and
an access fee for use of our provider network. BCBSF is one of the largest host
plans in the country - BlueCard program volume has increased more than 30
percent in each of the last four years. We will host more than480,000 members
continued on next page
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members: principals, associates
and administrative assistants. This
helps us to promote shared
leadership and team effectiveness.
We determined the core attributes
needed in this type of environment
are innovation, collaboration, agility
and boldness.
0. Are there opportunities for
enterprise employees to work at
Navigy or one of its subsidiaries?
Navigy brings value through the
creation of new ventures rather
than the delivery of a product or
service directly to the customer.
The team is staffed with a mix of
internal and external resources to
create diversity of thinking and
innovation. We are intent on
remaining as agile as possible
while still being well positioned to

ALLIANCE MODEL

from other BCBS plans this year. The BlueCard program also provides service
to residents of Florida who are BCBSF members through a national account
headquartered outside of the state.
"One of our goalswas to ensure that changes to the BlueCard program
(such as reducing fees)were not detrimental to the organization," Albright
notes. "In 2000, we were able to modify an initial recommendation on
BlueCard fees to a reasonable outcome. That required us to work with
other plans and the Association in new and different ways to help them
understand our thinking. We formed coalitions with other Blue plans to
share our views and ensure we had an appropriate outcome."
Albright is quick to note that the best outcome is not necessaril y what is best for
BCBSF, but what is best for the overall Blue system. 'We are constantly looking to
ensure that we manage the right balance betvveen our local plan needs and
the needs of the broader system," he says, "recognizing that they really go
hand in glove."

8
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One b usiness issue facing the NBU
is how to support national business
in new ways, recognizing significant
pressure around costs. Par plan
accounts are companies headquartered
outside of Florida. They have a
relationship with another Blue plan
that contracts with us to provide
services to the account's members
residing in Florida. BCBSF is one of
the largest Par plan s in the country,
with more than 300,000 residents in
Flori da with coverage through
other Blue Cross plans. Additionally,
Flori da is a prime vacation state
drawing many travelers enrolled
with other Blue Cross plans. But
the company traditionally has been a
small player in the national Control
account market - companies
headquartered in Florida that have
at least 500 employees out of state.

achieve our objectives. As Navigy
creates new ventures, there
will be opportunities for people
with relevant experience and
skill sets. �

For physiciansand health care p roviders, getting sim ple n
i for
mation -likeeligib
ility and b
enefits - canb
ea cumb
ersome
and f u
r strating p rocess. O ftentimes, they are e
r quired to make
numerous phone callsand patientsareleft waiting -sometimes
for days - whiletheir physiciantriestogetauthorization for
additional medicalservices. t
I 'salose-losesituation for
everyone -the patient, the physicianand the health plan.
Navigy'snew venture - Availity, L . L . C. - haslaunched a
capability that makesgetting thistypeof information much
easierand faster. Using internettech nology, and b
uilding
uponour Virtual O ffice capab
ility, physiciansand other health
care p roviders willb
eab
letolog ontoasingleinternetsite www.availity.com - and transactb
usiness with multiple
health plans. I nitially, BCB S F and Humana, Inc. have joined
forcesto c reateand marketth s
i capabilt
i y; other health plans
areexpected to join inthenear future.
Today, network p roviders (in Florida) for BCB S F and
Humanasim ply log on, enterasecure I D and password, and
they' reontheir way tosending and receiving real-time
information with each of the health plans - f rom onesite,
using onesystem . Manual p rocessessuch as phone callsand
paper formsare replaced with electronic transactionsthat
p rovideinformation more quickly and accurately. Physicians

can "instantly " ob
taineligibl
iity and b
enefits verification, s
claims, chec k claimsstatusand receiveauthorizations fol
referralsand other medicalservices - saving timeand rr
Patientsarealso winners. Because Availity givesthe phy
instantaccesstoour memb
er's health b
enefitsinformation
easier, fasterand more convene
i nt forthem to receive hea
careservices whenthey need them . No more waiting on
phone callsto verify b
enefitsor paperworkapp roving refe1
oradditional medical services.
" Health care s
i com munity- focused and A vailt
i y strengt
the com munity b
ondsby bringing Florida payersand Flor
physicianstogethertob
etterservethe health careneed�
Floridians," says Julie Klapstein, CEO of Availity. "Also, WE
uniqueinthattwo payers have cometogetherto p rovide
solutiontooneof the most f u
r strating p rob
lems physicia
experience with the health caresystem - multipleand
sometimes vastly differentsystems, p rocessesand p roce
forthe many health plans e
r p resented b
y their patients."
Availity is definitely astep inthe rig ht d irectionas we
focuson p roviding caring solutionstoour memb
ers, wh,
they need them .
Availity launched a pilotto physicianofficesin Septem
and plansa rapid rollouttoadditional offices during the
fourth quarter.

e w

0. Will each venture form a new
subsidiary?

w for more information
Lt Availity.)
w does Availity relate to
irtual Office capability?

11 leverage and expand our
tal Office capability. Virtual
:e provides an electronic
between our company and
th care providers. The
lity portal will give health
providers that same 24-hour
with us, vvith Humana, and
e future, other payers. With
, physicians and their staffs
1ble to spend less time on
:rwork and more time
sing on the needs of their
mts.

•e other business ventures
ipated?

1itely. We're working on
ral new initiatives that we
:ipate launching in 2002.

Most new ventures are likely to
form new subsidiaries because of
our mission to partner with
outside companies. These types of
joint ventures are legally required
to be structured as separate
subsidiaries.
0. Navigy is a subsidiary that will
develop a-solutions for the company,
often through the internet. Does
that mean Navigy is a dot.com
organization?

We are significantly different from
a dot.com organization. Through
research, we have learned Navigy
best fits a "Clicks & People"
organizational model where people
are the compelitive advanlage, nol
jusl Lechnology and marketing.
"Clicks & People" organizations
differ from dot.com organizations
in that they are formed to create
value to the parent company and
receive capital from the
parent company.

Brings New
Solutions to
Health Care

"We want to ensure that B lue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida is a top-perform ing
pla n i n the nationa l arena, and is
recognized and valued as such."

0. Would you classify Navigy as a
"start-up" company?

We are like a start-up in that we
are a brand new company, but
unlike most start-ups, we have the
credibility, resources and financial
backing of our parent company
[BCBSF]. This is a tremendous
advantage in the
marketplace.

Meeting multistate needs is a
priority issue. But the cost of building
and staffing the capabilities and
technology needed was problematic.
"The drumbeat of the marketplace
is 'I want more value for lower
prices,"' says Albright. "We are
trying to respond to that. Finding
new ways to do things with other
Blues can leapfrog us forward."

0. I hear that Navigy employees
don't have traditional job titles.
Why is this?

Successful "Clicks & People"
organizations need to be organized
in a way that is lean, flat and
project-based so that they can
focus on speed and flexibility. To
accomplish this, we needed an
organizalional model LhaL is diJTerent
from the parent company. Navigy
has just three levels of team

"We have tended to cede that
business to other Blues because
we lacked the infrastructure and
the ability to price and service
the business competitively,"
explains Keith Coker, vice
president, NBU Marketing and
Sales. In the last two years, the
NBU has made a concerted effort
to reposition the company with
regard to Control plan business
as a means of lessening the threat
of other Blue plans gaining
footholds in Florida.

Julie Klapstein is
Availity's n ew CEO.

"If you give away a significant
amount of your business to other
plans, you limit your ability to
control your own destiny and you
turn over your marketplace to
other BCBS plans. You become a
local company only," Coker says.
"This was a growing concern."

The Alliance Model, which allows
us to continue our control relationship
with key accounts, but partner with
other plans to provide administrative
services for them, allows us to stay
active as a Control plan, and
provides an immediate alternative
solution for Florida-headquartered
multistate customers. There are
currently more than one million
potential Florida-based customers
that fit into this category of business.
Currently, we work with two other
plans using this Alliance Model the South Carolina plan and the
Highmark plan in Pennsylvania,
whlch provide administrative services
on our behalf.
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE PROGRAM (FEP)

A large portion of NBU business is
derived through FEP. We participate
nationally in FEP with all other
BCBS plans through the Association,
one of about 250 carriers that provide
coverage to federal employees.
Florida is the fifth-largest market, but
we are the second-largest FEP plan in
the country. ''With some 250,000
eligible persons in Florida, BCBSF'
holds146,000 contracls, or aboul 58
percent of our market," notes Coker.
The Association manages benefit

design and annual negotiations.
We provide claims administration,
customer service, account
management and field support.
The company is heavily represented
on the FEP boards and management
groups. Additionally, NBU represen
tatives make 3,000-plus visits per
year to federal agencies and retired
employee chapters to facilitate
communication, work service issues
and identify improvement opportunities.
As a result, BCBSF has ranked in the top
five for open season and year-round
FEP contract gains nationally for nine of
the last1 0 years.
NBU OPERATIONS

Critical to the NBU's
success are Lhe folks in
Operalions - nearly1 ,000
strong who serve our
members. They work
under the pressure of
meeting performance
guarantees with respect to
how many claims are paid
within a timeframe, the
accuracy of the claims
and how quickly they
answer the phone.

Darnell Smith,
vice president,
National
Operations

''We do a fantastic job of
meeting our goals," says Darnell
Smith, vice president, National
Operations. "What sets us apart
from our competitors are our leaders
and employees. They take pride in
doing it right the first time."
Continuous process improvement is
a major objective, and the company
is assessing new Lools LhaL will

continued on next page
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BlueCard claims-related information
is limited. "Blue Exchange ,'Vill offer
VO-like capabilities," says Tony
Hubbard, vice president, NBU
Business Management, "enabling
local plans to communicate ,'Vith
each other regardless of their
individual technology. Our providers
vvill be able to get eligibility information
on another plan's customers as well
as information on claim slatus and
real-time claims adjustments."
"We are seen by the Association
as a high-performing organization,"
says Tom Albright, NBU group
vice president.

improve customer service's ability
to get and provide information. ''We
are listening to our employees and
looking at empowerment opportu
nities," says Smith. "They are being
cross-trained in a number of func
tions to service the customer while
they are on the phone, so that they
can point and click and make the
necessary changes immediately. We
are also offering customers self-serv
ice opportunities for things like
replacement ID cards via the web."
BLUE EXCHANGE COMING IN 2002

Next year a major NBU initiative
will be the rollout of Blue Exchange
to be completed by October 2002.
Blue Exchange is a key Association
project that provides the web-based
technological infrastructure needed
to comply with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), which mandates
industry-wide use of standard
electronic formats.
The Inter-Plan Teleprocessing
Services (ITS) software currently
used to transmit and adjudicate
1Q
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Local plans will be able to continue
to operate independently, maintaining
their own unique processes and
solutions, while at the same time
participating in an integrated and
collaborative national network of
health care payers and providers.
BUILDING GREATER
UNDERSTANDING

Albright is pleased ,'Vith the progress
made by the NBU in building greater
understanding of its positions within
the Blue system. The NBU also seeks
to create greater awareness of
national issues across the BCBSF
organization, integrating the needs
of both local and national business
in decision making. They are
working with various areas, like
network management and VO, to
leverage capabilities and improve
effectiveness.
"We want to ensure that Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida is a
top-performing plan in the national
arena," says Albright, "and is
recognized and valued as such.
"Building greater understanding of
our national business is also a
significant challenge within the
company," explains Albright. "That
is why we have embarked on an effort
to build understanding and acceptance
of the value of national business." Cl

"We are here to think
strategically about future
business opportunities .. . "
- Nick Stam

Q. Who is on Navigy's Boa rd of
Directors?

Currently, the board is made up of
members of BCBSF's Corporate
Strategy Committee - Mike
Cascone, Joe Grantham, Chris
Doerr, Bob Lufrano and Bruce
Bagni. Eventually, the board will
expand to include outside members.
This will continue Lo challenge and
expand our thinking.
Q. How does Navigy go a bout
mak i ng ideas real?

We have a business development
process that has four steps: idea
generation; developing the
conceptual model; establishing a
venture plan; and forming the
business venture. This process helps
us to determine if the idea is viable
and fits with our strategic focus.
Q. Ca n employees subm it ideas for
e-opportunities or diversification to
Navigy?

We consult with external partners,
as well as different areas of the
enterprise, to generate ideas and
identify opportunities. We are
currently developing a way for all

employees to submit ideas through
the company intranet and hope to
have it up and running by early
2002. Ideas that match our strategic
focus will be researched further
for their viability.

insurance, long-term care, d1
and Worker's Comp insuranc
Navigy's focus is on developii
e-enabled business solutions
the healtl1 industry in genera
as our new joint venture, Ava

0. How is Navigy different from the
E-commerce department in the
Hea lth Business Sector?

Q. Can you tell me more a bo1
Ava ility?

The E-Commerce department
focuses on improving the
performance of the Health
Business Sector. Navigy will work
from the broader perspective of
creating e-enabled business
solutions to help the entire
company, the "enterprise," expand
its reach in the overall health
industry - beyond our traditional
view of health care to other markets
such as provider connectivity and
new business models.

a. How is Navigy

different from the role
of our Diversified
Business Sector?

D iversified Business
focuses on ancillary
products, such as life

Availity, an online web portal
excellent example of the type
solutions we are looking to de
This is a joint venture with
Humana enabling physicians
access eligibility and benefits
information, submit claims,
inquire about claims status ai
immediate approvals for refe:
and authorizations online. Av
is a good illustration of our d
to seek solutions that � not
benefit BCBSF, but the entire
health industry. (See related ,
continued on

0ur empuoyees
and skills are a tremen
va l uable res
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ay have heard the name "Navigy" and wondered what this new
ny is all about. Navigy, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Blue Cross
1e Shield of Florida formed last January. Perspectives spoke with Nick
\lavigy's president, to gain more insight into the company's reasons
1ting Navigy and what we can expect from this new subsidiary.
is Navigy's role?

f role is to help enhance and expand the current role of the
ise by acting as a strategic catalyst. We do this by developing
1
f,ive, e-enabled business solutions through alliances or partnerships.
our key goals is to leverage existing corporate resources, like our
1
"r networks and large member base, into new markets through
�ative business ventures. We also recognize that our employees'
land skills are a tremendously valuable resource we can leverage to
e enterprise reach its goals.
team members provide information and insights to BCBSF leadership
fg how the e-business environment will impact the evolving health
f and BCBSF, both today and in the future. Navigy then partners with
� and external resources to champion the changes necessary for
F new business opportunities that will help BCBSF continue to meet
(ds of its current and future customers.
'

1

was Navigy formed?

t all see that the health care indu stry is changing right before our
he industry is becoming more complex, regulated and costly. At the
me, consumers are demanding more convenience, control, personalized
and choice. Because of this, it is critical that BCBSF diversifies its
,s rather than relying predominantly on our Health Business Sector
�nue. In the future, our revenue growth opportunities are expected to
·om our non-health sectors, such as E-Business, Diversified Services
, (Government Business) and Diversified Business.

FALL 2001

That's where Navigy steps in. We
are here to think strategically
about future business opportunities
in the health industry as a whole.
We were formed to seek out
e-enabled business solutions that
can add strategic and financial
value to BCBSF.
0. Can you tell us more about
Navigy's role in diversification?

Navigy's role is to focus on
strategically relevant future
opportunities. In order to diversify,
you first have Lo think through
where it makes good business
sense to diversify. The idea has to
"fit" with enterprise strategic goals
and direction. Once an idea is
developed, Navigy's Board of
Directors determines whether
or not it will be funded.
We want to make ideas real whether it's investing in future
companies or creating joint
ventures. This will help BCBSF
meet its enterprise vision of being
"a company focused primarily on
the health industry, delivering
value through an array of choices."

a
"Consumer-driven" has become the company mantra th
meetings, read it in company articles and hear it espous

According to Barbara Benevento,
group vice president of Health
Business Operations, becoming
consumer-driven isn't just a nice
thing to do, it is critical to the
company's future survival. That's
why it is al the heart of our
Health Business Vision: "To be a
consumer-driven, independent
that offers Floridians affordable

fine its vision.
These issues include:
CONSUMERIS

industry is transforming from a
group '�,�l (selling health
.
,._ .
ins_urance co�e to an employ'e
to an individual qonsumer-focus
model, where the individual wilI
increasingly be the primary
decision maker.
.

Y:ear, we review our Health
,trategy and update it,"
enevento. ''\Ve look at
factors as well as internal

_

_ ·

BCBSA DISINTEGRATION - To
prepare for the possible loss of
exclusive service areas (ESAs) and
increased competition with other
Blue plans, BCBSF must be prepared
to compete independently in a new
environment.
NEW COMPETITION - BCBSF needs
to protect against new health care
competitors in the Florida market,
including financial institutions that
may sell health care products.
CAPITAL STRATEGY - The way we
do business today will not generate
the resources we need to remain
a financially viable company that
can invest in our future while
remaining an independent entity.
"Our current environment is more
challenging than at any time in the
past," she explains. "Medical cost
trends are increasing significantly
and regulatory issues continue to
escalate. In the midst of all this
change, we wanL our emphasis to
be on Floridians and making sure

"We are trying to take an outside-in
approach to meeting consumers' needs,"
says Barbara Benevento.

they have affordable health care
choices," says Benevento. "VVe want
to be here for our consumers today
and in the fu ture."
When Benevento refers to consumers,
she is talking about all current

12
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members and their dependents, as
well as all potential members of
any products or service we sell or
may sell. "Today's consumers are
demanding the same levels of service
and convenience they experience
with other companies," says
Benevento. "They want choice and
control in their health care products
and services, which is bringing
b·emendous change to our industry."
Today, the majority of consumers
receive their health care insurance
through their employers. This

CRM will reshape our business based
on consumers' desires. (See page 24
for more information about CRM.)
"We are trying to Lake an
outside-in approach to meeting
consumers' needs, rather than
trying to guess what they want,"
explains Benevento. This is the
approach the company is using Lo
develop the Platform for Affordable
Choice (PAC), which will provide
new capabilities to offer a broad
array of products and services.

They want choice and control in their
health care products and serv_ices, which is
bringing tremendous cha n ge to
11

our i ndustry."

could change as more individuaJs
begin to take greater control of their
health care coverage decisions.
There are many initiatives under
way to better understand the
individual consumers' health care
needs and desires. "We are trying
to get closer to the consumer," says
Benevento. Recently, customer
service associates were invited to the
summer Leadership Development
program to share their member
experiences and common
concerns. The fall program will
feature BCBSF members who will
explain their concerns with health
care plans and with BCBSF specifically.
The company will use this feedback
from members to make continuous
improvements.
Part of the company's efforts to
become more consumer-centric
will be realized through initiatives
that are part of Customer
Relationship Management (CRM).

"We are building PAC with direct
input from our members. We're
hearing loud and clear that they
want more affordable choices to
suit their individual needs," says
Benevento. "So we're developing
PAC with that in mind. Eventually,
members within a family or even
within a large group account may
be able to design their own benefits
based on their individual needs."
Rather than trying to meet all
consumers' needs, the Health
Business Sector has analyzed the
market and identified "targeted"
customers. "Our job is to focus our
efforts on developing and delivering
products and services that best meet
their needs and to do it better than
our competitors," explains Benevento.
Targeted consumers have common
expectations. They are interested in
their health, have a need for getting
more information about their health
and are willing to pay additional
dollars for additional services.

Going High-Tech

With the release of our annual survey, it's becom i ng clear that technology
p laying a greater role in the workplace . This year's resu lts find 73 percent
BCBSF employees using email more than once a day. In 1 999, the finding
were only at 57 percent. A total of 68 percent say they would prefer to re<
an a l l-em ployee communication through emai l .

However, when asked i f they would l i ke to receive more, less o r about the
a mount of information on emai l , the majority of employees (51 percent) sa
" the same." The percentage of employees who said they would l i ke to recE
more i nformation via ema i l has decreased from last year while the percent
responding "about the same" has i ncreased from 44 to 51 percent. "This c
indicate that some employees are beginning to fee l some ema i l overload;'
Curran . This is most evident among managers - 27 percent say they want
email communications and 1 9 percent say they want less.

On-the-Job Findings

Across the board, job satisfaction rates are high at BCBSF. A total of 72 per
say their last performa n ce a ppra isal provided a n accurate s u mm a ry of th
performance and contributions. Up seven points from last year, 64 percent
employees say they believe that the opportun ity to adva nce in their career
good at BCBSF. And 74 percent say they have the chance to upgrade their :

Supervisors in the Spotlight

Supervisory leadership earned some very positive feedback from BCBSF
employees as wel l . A total of 73 percent say their supe rvisor supports the
career development, while 7 1 percent believe their supervisor is a n effect
manager/leader. Of those polled, 82 percent say thei r supervisors treat thi
a fai r and equal manner.

perspectives

rees also had favorable
to say in the area of job
:tion. On the subject of
rrsation, 69 percent say the
rry provides them a fair and
titive pay and benefits
e. Although this question
d the lowest favorable rating
,even job satisfaction
ents, there was a four-point
:e from last year. A total of
:ent say their work is worth
nd contributes to the success
SF. Additionally,88 percent
y enjoy working at the
riy. These high marks come
1e when America's job
�tion rates are on a decline.
according to a Roper Starch
vide survey conducted in
r 2,600 American and
an employees, only 50

�rall it appears the

percent say they are very satisfied
with their current job and only 49
percent with their company.
"Favorable responses ( strongly
agree or agree) were up for every
statement when compared to 1 999
and 2000," says Stephen Beard,
project consultant in the Human
Services Group. "Overall it appears
the company is making strides in
how employees view their jobs,
their supervisors and their work
environment. Certainly the
extensive Leadership Development
Program and the increased
emphasis on communication
have played a role in the better
survey results."
In the area of supervisory
leadership, 76 percenl of employees

co m pa ny

IS
1 ki n g strides in how employees
r their jobs, their supervisors and their
r environ ment."

believe their supervisor responds
in a timely and appropriate way to
their suggestions or feedback. In
addition,82 percent say their
supervisor treats them in a fair and
equal manner. However, some
opportunities exist for improvement.
Only 54 percent of employees say
their supervisors provide clear and
honest feedback monthly on job
performance. And only 66 percent
say they receive appropriate
recognition for their work.
New to the survey this year was a
section on diversity. The percentages
suggest that employees do not
have any major problems with
diversity and company culture
related issues. The majority say
they have not heard disparaging
remarks based on a person's race,
gender or sexual orientation. In
addition, 68 percent believe they
can talk openly about issues
affecting them and 74 percent say
they feel respected and valued as
an individual at BCBSF.
Feedback from the employee survey
is used to make inriprovements in
communications and the work
environment. "Most of the changes
made in our publications were a
direct result of feedback we
received last year," says Curran. CJ,

es
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needed lo develop and enhance
these efforts.
In Phase I, Value Chain Team
members identified the top 1 6 con
sumer transformation issues. Health
Business Leadership narrowed that
list down to the top eight high priority
initiatives and launched Phase II
teams to develop business designs
for those eight initiatives. "Our
charge in Phase 11," says Pizzo, "was
to lay out a plan that would help
transform the company into a more
consumer-focused organization."

Consumer Transformation
Teams Help Transform BCBSF
Once we incorporated a consumer
focus into our Value Chain, steps
were taken to move it from strategy
to reality. To do that, Health
Business Leadership formed Value
Chain Teams lo determine h ow to
make the Value Chain part of our
everyday business. This was Phase I
of the company's Consumer
'Il·ansformation effort.
"We took a look at the steps in the
Value Chain and determined the
'gaps' - the activities we aren't
currently doing that are necessary
for implementing our strategic
consumer focus," explains Dave
Pizzo, vice president of Advertising
and Market Communications and
leader of the Consumer and
Market Segmentation Phase II
Team. For example, the first step
in the Value Chain is "Understand."
Value Team members looked at
the components of what it takes
to truly understand consumers market research, segmentation and
targeting - and identified what was

14
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Elana Schrader, M .D ., a medical
director for BCBSF, headed the Care
Service Experience Value Team. Her
team was responsible for making
recommendations to improve the
experience members have when they
receive care from their physicians.
The team's work focused on
improving relationships between
patients and physicians. "We looked
at ways to help physicians improve
their office scheduling and
interactions with members," she
explains. ''We also recommended
developing web-based support tools
for members to help them make
more informed decisions in managing
their own health."
While serving on Consumer
Transformation Teams, members
worked at the Collier Building in
Jacksonville, away from their regular
offices and interruptions. The teams
met for 1 7 weeks. "Being on a
Consumer Transformation Team
was a great experience," explains
Barbara Hunter, who led the
Customer Self Service team. "It was
good that we were able to focus on
one major task."
Hunter's group was responsible for
Customer Self Service, which
involves allowing our members to
conduct routine transactions, such
as requesting an ID card or getting

information on the status of their
claim, at their own convenience.
These requests, which are usually
handled by calling customer service,
would be automated through the
Internet and interactive voice
response. ''We looked at the top
reasons our members call us and
developed ways to automate these
requests," says Hunter. "This will
allow our members to conduct
these transactions through the channel
they prefer at a time which is
convenient for them," explains Hunter.
From the Consumer Transformation
Team recommendations, seven
initiatives were approved for
implementation - some will begin
this year and others will begin in
2002. These include:

�mmimm'tffil 11]� "'--mNrm. 1,

Employees

G ive a Th u m bs-U p To Th e B C B S F Wo rkp l a c

When it comes to com m u nicating, BCBSF is getting the word out and
employees are in the know. That's according to a survey mailed to 3,000
ra ndomly selected employees this summer. The analysis, spearheaded by
Public Relations & Corporate Com m u n icatio ns and the Human Services
Group, was undertaken to determ ine the effectiveness of company
communications and overa ll job satisfa ction with BCBSF.

Overall,88 percent of employees
say they are well informed of
company happenings. And 82
percent say they are satisfied with
the effectiveness of communications.
What's more, the use and success
of Quick Connections, Perspectives
and Blue Views has jumped
significantly. A total of86 percent
say they find Quick Connections
informative, compared to 50 percent
last year. A total of 66 percent say
Perspectives gives them a better
understanding of corporate
direction, an increase of 1 7 points
from a year ago. And 70 percent
say BlueViews offers valuable
information, compared to 51
percent last year.
"I believe the huge movement and
increased readership that we're
seeing with Quick Connections,

Perspectives and BlueViews has to
do with the program changes in
the distribution, promotion and
content areas of these communica
tions vehicles," says Rick Curran,
director of Public Relations &
Corporate Communications. "Both
publications are more employee
oriented with shorter, more concise
articles. Quick Connections
changed from a bi-weekly, printed
newsletter to a weekly, electronic
newsleller, while Perspectives was
completely redesigned and is now

1

delivered Lo each employee �
desk drop."
The best source of informati•
according to those polled, re:
managers. A total of 38 percE
their managers provi.de therr
the most information about E
and issues affecting BCBSF a
percent say it's their preferre
source. The next closest pref,
is email, at 25 percent. On th
issue of Two-Way Communic
(TWC) meetings, the vast mi=
of employees -82 percent them at least once a month, '
52 percent wanting them at 1
twice a month. This high perc
and desire for frequency shff
employees believe these meE
offer real value.
co n t i n ued o n

M ost of the changes made in
publications were a di rect resu lt
feedback we received last v•
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d Research
Measu res
ers In Web Technology

Cl)

Jgh ma naged ca re organiza
rema i n slow to adopt
onic com merce strategies,
: ross a n d B l u e S h ield plans
:l i n g B l ue Cross a n d B l u e
J o f Florida) rema i n dominant
rners i n the use of web
olog ies . Th is accord i ng to a
t study conducted by Cap
1 i Ernst & You n g .
reviewing over 7 4 websites,
'chers fou n d that B l ue Cross
lue S h ield affil iates led the
)Y meeting two or more of
iteri a . Each website was
1ed on the fol lowi n g :
sts i nformation that gives the
�r a sense of secu rity;
=ers a va riety of o n l i n e
vices t h a t a re o f va l u e;
=e rs customer service,
lVider d i rectories, and logins
the home page;
dated the content with i n
: past two months a n d h a s a
e sta mp that identifies the
re ncy of the information ; a nd
ks to sites that offer health
xmation as wel l as pharmacy
Jrescription ref i l l services,
i lth-related prod ucts a nd
vices, a n d non hea lth-related
d ucts .
ghest rated websites
Jed to B l ue C ross a n d
; h ield o f Florida, Anth em
: ross a nd B l ue Sh ield
:la), Anthem B l ue Cross and
; h ield ( N ew H a m psh i re),
; h ield of C a l iforn ia, and Aetna
l ea lthcare
,., & Provider Report, The Bureau of National
:. Wednesday, July 1 1 , 2001 .

" You ca n see it's not the logo,
advert i s i n g message or the prod
uct bei n g sold that shapes o u r
vision of pa rticu lar bra nds - i t ' s a l l
about the experience you have
with the company, its people a nd
its prod ucts . "2
Clea rly, "bra nd is more tha n a com
pa ny name or a busi ness descrip
tion - the B ra n d is a synonym for
the u n iq ueness of the org a n izatio n .
It is a d escription o f w h o t h e com
pa ny is, spel led out i n a s i n gle,
i nteg rated idea or concept. "3
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Did you know that . . .
• . . . The first McDona ld ' s was
opened in 1 955 in Des Pla i nes,
I l l i nois and the reven ue from that
day was $366 . 1 2 7 M cDona l d ' s
is t h e la rgest a n d best-known
globa l foodservice reta i ler with
more than 28, 000 resta u ra nts i n
1 20 cou ntries. Yet on a n y day,
even as the ma rket leader,
McDonald ' s serves less tha n one
percent of the worl d ' s popu la
tio n . This world-wide company
does more than serve food .
I n 1 974 they joi ned with the
Philadelphia Eagles i n ope n i n g
t h e first R o n a l d McDonald House
to serve the fa m i l ies of critica l ly
i l l c h i l d re n while they a re away
from home. So, the next time
you approach the d rive thru,
re member that McDonald ' s
is "not j u st a hamburger com pa
ny servi ng people, but a people
com pa ny serving hamburgers . "
www.mcdonalds.com

::::,

• . . . Accord i n g to a recent study,
"loss of reputation" heads the l ist
as the biggest risk for large
organ izations fol lowed by fa i l u re
to change? I n the next issue of
Brand Matters, see how this
new f i n d i ng re-emphasizes the
i m porta nce of Blue C ross a n d
B l ue S h ield o f F lorida ' s Promise.
"A Case of Self-Inflicted Damage, · Sumi t Paul
Choudhury, ERisk.

Have a Promise success story,
B ra n d resea rch or a l ittle-known
fact a bout a nother B ra n d you ' d l i ke
to s h a re ? Please contact Robi n
S u l l iva n (5-30 1 2) to share you r
ideas f o r Brand Matters, a n
Advertising a n d Ma rket
Com m u n ications publ ication .
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This Th ing Cal led Brand
What i s t h i s t h i n g ca l led bra n d ?
T h e America n Ma rketing
Association defi nes bra n d as "a
name, term, s ig n , sym bol , or
design , or com bination of them,
i ntended to identify the goods of
one seller a n d to d ifferentiate
them f rom those of com petitors . " 1
B ut there is so m uch more to
bra nd tha n this formal defi n ition .
When you th i n k of successfu l
bra nds, a n i mage of how you r visit
to Sta rbucks or Disney World
should go is vivid i n you r m i n d .
When gett i n g coffee, you have
expectations of its flavor, tempera
ture a n d fresh ness . A trip to the
we l l-known a m usement pa rk will
be e n ha nced by the s m i l i n g appea l
of thousands of cast members .
Encou nter j u st one person who
ca n 't pronou nce Mocha
Frappucci no® or who greets you
with a frown, a n d the d ifference is
as noticeable as if you were hand
ed a Coke® ca n pa i nted bright
g reen .

" Dedicated to provid i n g ca ring solu
tions . . . " Th is one l i ne of our
Prom ise reflects who we a re . It
tel l s the story of the va l ue we
bring to our members; it h u ma n
izes what we do a n d sel l . O u r
Promise is t h e cornerstone o f o u r
B ra n d Strategy a n d tra nslates i t
i nto a mea n i ngfu l pri ncipa l that
reflects our desi red actions a n d
appeara nce .
We m u st a l l dedicate ourselves to
fulfi l l ing this Prom ise to our mem
bers, o u r providers a n d others we
touch . The stre ngth of our B ra nd,
is dependent upon all of us . As M r.
Cascone so eloquently put it when
writing of our Vision, Va l ues and
Prom ise, "Without all of you, these
enduring elements a re o n ly words
on paper. Together we ca n - a n d
do - ma ke i t happen ."
' " Marketing Management, " b y P. Kotler, Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1 988.
, .. Engaging E mployees to Define the Brand at Lante, .. by
Barbara Govednik, Strategic Communication Management,
February/March 2001
'" Secrets of the Corporate Brand, " by Larry Ackerman,
Across the Board. January 1 998.
Frappuchino· Is a registered Trademark of Starbucks
Coffee Company
Coke" Is a registered Trademark of The Coca-Cola
Company

+.V.

BlueCross BlueShield
of Florida
An Independent Licensee of the
Bl ue Cross and Blue Shield Association

Bra nd i n Action

Our Brand, Our Identity

If you had to convey yo u r
perso n a l ity t h ro u g h pict u res,
g ra p h i c e l e m e nts a n d a writi n g
style, h ow wo u l d y o u do it ? What
kind of s h a pes, co l o rs or i m ages
wou l d you choose to represent
you a n d you r u n i q ue n ess ? How
sel ective wou l d you be w h e n
choos i ng the words to exp ress
yo u r sense of sty l e ? T h i s s a m e
sel ection g o e s i nto the creation of
a co m pa n y ' s persona l ity. The l a n
g u a g e of visua l e l e me nts a n d the
to n e of written a nd ve rba l expres
s i on s can ma ke a compa n y ' s b ra n d
u n i q u e a n d ca n create a consistent
h u m a n l i ke perso n a l ity.
By n ow you have seen evi dence of
a new look for B l u e C ross a n d
B l u e S h i eld o f F l orida . M a ny o f o u r
compa ny ' s materia ls have a dopted
o u r emerg i n g Corporate I d e ntity
Syste m with more o n the d rawi n g
boa rd . O u r Corporate I d e ntity
System, which i ncl udes both v i s u a l
a n d verba l g u i d e l i nes, w a s devel
oped to bri n g our B ra n d Strategy
to l ife . By creati n g one voice, o n e
persona l ity f o r the com pa ny, w e
h e l p to deve lop a cons istent
relati o n s h i p with our m e m be rs .
T h e I de ntity Syste m o f B l u e C ross
and B l u e S h i e l d of F l o rida has five
basic e le m e nts . They i n c l u d e the

com pa ny s i g nature o r logo, the
color of blue, typefaces of
Wa l ba u m a nd U n ivers, p h otog ra
phy depicti n g l ife in Fl orida, a n d
u pclose i mages o f F lorida s h e l l s .
Al l five o f these e l e me nts l e n d a
h a n d i n creati n g a d i fferentiati ng
image i n o u r ma rketplace. The
B ra n d Perso n a l ity of our compa ny
s h o u ld convey our stre n gths, bring
us closer to o u r m e m bers a n d p ro
pel us i nto the futu re .

Our Signature

O u r s i g nat u re is t h e sho rt h a n d for
our Prom ise, thus d isti n g u i s h i n g us
i n a moment fro m o ur com petitors .
Each t i m e a person sees o u r sym
bol, it s h o u l d re m i nd them of the
va l u e that we bri n g to those we
serve . Consistent placement, s ize
and treatment of o u r sig natu re cre
ates a sense of sta b i l ity a n d trust,
q u a l ities B l u e C ross and B l ue
S h i e l d of F lorida is k nown for.

The Color Blue

The color blue has been l i n ked
with "The B l ues" s i nce the beg i n
n i n g of prod uct a n d service
del ivery. Pa nto n e® P rocess B l ue,
the h u e reco m m e nded by the
Association, is a bright a n d stro n g
c o l o r . The u se o f t h i s b l u e on o u r
com m u n icatio ns bri ngs a bout a
consiste nt look to o u r col latera l .
The fa m i l i a rity of its u s e o n other

B l ue Plan mate ria ls b u i lds t h e l i n k
with t h e Associatio n , a true asset
si nce so m a ny of our m e m be rs a re
from ot her geogra p h i c a reas .

O u r Type Faces

Wa l ba u m a nd U n ive rs typefaces
a re a l so reco m m e nded by the
Associatio n . By using them
t h ro u g h o ut o u r com m u n icatio ns,
we, agai n , rei nforce the sense of
fa m i l ia rity with the oth e r B l ue
P l a n s . H ow we use th ese type
faces plays a n i m po rta nt pa rt i n
d evel o p i n g o u r perso n a l ity a n d
co nveyi ng o u r messages . Uti l iz i n g
t h e s e typefa ces i n upper a n d
lowe r case p resents a mo re
h u m a n voice than if presented i n
a l l ca ps . U n ivers is h ig h ly l e g i b l e
a n d works we l l i n s m a l l sizes, so i t
is p referred f o r l a rge a m o u nts of
text a n d c h a rts . Wa l ba u m ca n add
a wa rmer, perso n a l touch to h ead
l i nes o r text. The g e n e ro u s a m o u nt
of wh ite space u sed betwee n l i nes
o r a ro u nd text co nveys s i m p l ic ity
a n d modern i s m , c h a racte ristics
that pos ition our com pany for
the futu re .

Our Voice

I mage Photography

Ph otog ra phy of people havi n g fu n ,
fa m i l ies enjoy i n g l ife, a n d sen iors
be i n g active a l l i n a wa rm a n d
s u n ny envi ro n ment captu res
people in rea l , sponta neous, a n d
down-to-ea rth situati o n s . T h e visu
a l s a re ta ken from a u n i q u e per
s pective a n d m i rror t h e d iverse
popu lation of Florida . O u r a s p i ra
tion is to captu re the spi rit of o u r
compa ny a n d t h e u n iq u e q ua l ities
of Fl orida .

Florida Shells

Anot h e r u n i q u e e l ement i s the
p ro m i nent use of F l orida s h e l l s .
Besides bri n g i n g the obvi o u s
" F l o rida Symbo l" to o u r l o o k, the
shells a re a l so a m eta p h o r of the
coverage a n d p rotection we
p rovide t h ro u g h o u r p rod u cts and
service s . By p h otog ra p h i n g the
shells u p close o n bright e n e rgetic
backgro u n d s , we a re p l a c i n g the
emphasis o n each i nd ivid u a l s h e l l
showca s i n g its u n i q u e bea uty a n d
c h a racte ristics . A s a compa ny, we
serve o u r m e m bers a n d d eve lop
relations h i ps with each of them,
one at a t i m e .

Wh i l e m ost of the i m pact tha
I de ntity Syste m brings ca n bE
a utomati ca l ly felt with the vis
l a n g uage, the written and ve r
e l e m e nts of t h e I d e ntity Syst1
a re equa l ly i m po rta nt. Every
com m u n ication with o u r m e n
p rovi des a n opport u n ity t o e n
o u r re lation s h i p a n d i m a g e of
Cross a n d B l u e S h i el d of Fl ori
Weav i n g the m essage of o u r
Promise, p rovi d i n g c l ea r a n d r
va nt i nformation a n d d e l ive r i n
message i n a wa rm , ca ri n g tc
h e l p to shape o u r B ra n d
Pe rso n a l ity.

The Corporate I d e n tity Syster
G u i d e l i nes of B l ue C ross a nd
S h i e l d of F lorida a re sched u l e
re lease ea rly fa l l i n pri nt a n d
I ntra n et ve rsion . Th ese g u ide
w i l l outl i n e specifics o n the e
me nts a bove as we l l as s h o\/\
n u m e ro u s exa m p l e s . S h o u l d '
have a ny q u estions on t h i s d E
o p m e nt, p l ease conta ct the B
Ma nagement Tea m at 5-3228
ema i l u s at the B ra n d
Co m m u n i cations M a i l box o n
Exc h a n g e .
Pantone• Process Blue 1s a registered Trademark
Pantone, I nc.

b ra n d m atte rs
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Our Brand, Our Identity

If you had to convey your
personal ity through pictu res,
g ra p h ic elements and a writi ng
style, how wou l d you do it? What
kind of shapes, colors or i mages
wou l d you choose to represent
you and you r u n i q ueness ? H ow
selective wou l d you be when
choos i n g the words to express
you r sense of sty l e ? Th i s same
selection goes i nto the creation of
a compa ny ' s perso n a l ity. The lan
guage of visual elements a n d the
tone of writte n and ve rba l expres
sions ca n ma ke a compa ny ' s bra n d
un i q u e a nd ca n create a consistent
h u m a n l i ke person a l ity.
By n ow you have seen evidence of
a new look for B l ue C ross a n d
B l u e S h ield o f F lorida . M a ny o f o u r
compa ny ' s materia l s have adopted
our emerg i ng Corporate Identity
System with more on the d rawi ng
boa rd . Our Corporate I dentity
System , which i ncl udes both visual
a n d verba l g u i d e l i nes, was devel
oped to bring our B ra n d Strategy
to l ife. By creating one voice, one
personal ity for the compa ny, we
help to develop a consistent
relationship with our m em bers.
The I dentity System of B l ue C ross
and B l ue S h i e l d of Florida has five
bas ic elements . They i nclude the

company signatu re or logo, the
color of b l ue, typefaces of
Wa l ba u m a nd U n ivers, photog ra
phy depicting l ife in Florida , a nd
u pclose i mages of F lorida shel l s .
A l l five o f these eleme nts l e n d a
h a n d i n creati ng a d iffe rentiati n g
i m a g e i n o u r ma rketplace . The
B ra nd Personal ity of our company
s h o u l d convey our strengths, bri ng
us closer to o u r members a n d pro
pel us i nto the futu re .

Our Signature

O u r sig nature is the short h a n d for
ou r Pro m i se, thus d isti ng u i s h i n g us
i n a moment from o u r competitors .
Each t i m e a person sees o u r sym
bol , it s h o u l d rem i n d them of the
va l u e that we bri ng to those we
se rve . Consistent placement, s ize
a n d treatment of our s ig natu re cre
ates a sense of sta b i l ity a n d trust,
q u a l ities B l u e C ross and B l u e
S h ield o f F lorida i s known for.

The Color Blue

The color b l ue has been l i n ked
with "The B l ues" since the begi n
n i ng of prod uct a n d service
d e l ivery . Pa ntone® Process B l ue,
the h u e recom mended by the
Association, i s a bright and strong
color. The use of this b l u e on our
co m m u n ications bri ngs a bout a
consi stent look to o u r col latera l .
T h e fa m i l i a rity o f its use o n other

Blue Plan materials b u i lds the l i n k
with t h e Associati o n , a true a sset
si nce so many of o u r m e m be rs a re
from othe r geogra p h ic a reas.

Our Type Faces

Wa lbaum and U n ivers typefaces
a re a lso recommended by the
Associati o n . B y u s i n g them
t h roug hout o u r com m u n ications,
we, again, re i nforce the sense of
fa m i l ia rity with the other B l ue
Plans. H ow we use these type
faces plays a n i m p o rta nt pa rt i n
developing o u r personal ity a n d
conveying o u r messages . Uti l izing
these typefaces i n u pper a nd
l owe r case presents a more
h u m a n voice tha n if prese nted i n
a l l ca ps . U n ive rs is h ig h ly legible
a nd works we l l i n small sizes, so it
is preferred for la rge a mou nts of
text a n d cha rts . Wa l ba u m can add
a wa rmer, personal touch to head
l i nes or text. The generous a m o u nt
of wh ite space used between l i nes
or a round text conveys s i mpl icity
a n d modern i s m , cha racteristics
that position our company for
the futu re .

Image Photography

Photog ra p hy of people having f u n ,
fa m i l ies enjoyi ng l ife, a n d seniors
being active a l l in a wa rm a nd
s u n ny env i ronment captures
people in rea l , sponta neous, and
down-to-ea rth situatio n s . The visu
a l s a re ta ken from a u n ique per
spective a n d m i rro r the d ive rse
population of Florida. O u r aspira
tion is to capt u re the spi rit of o u r
compa ny a nd t h e u n i q ue q ua l ities
of Florida .

Florida Shells

Another u n ique e lement i s the
pro m i nent use of F lorida s h e l l s .
B esides bri n g i n g t h e obvious
" F l o rida Symbol" to our look, the
s h e l l s a re also a metaphor of the
coverage a nd protection we
provide t h ro u g h o u r prod ucts a n d
services. By photog ra p h i n g the
shells u p close on bright energetic
backgrounds, we a re placing the
emphasis o n each i n d ividual s h e l l
showca s i n g i t s u n i q u e bea uty a n d
c h a racteristics . A s a compa ny, we
serve o u r m e m be rs a n d deve lop
relationsh ips with each of them,
one at a t i m e .

Our Voice

Wh i l e most of the i m pact that o u r
I dentity System b r i n g s can b e
a utomatica l l y felt with t h e vis u a l
l a n g ua ge, the written a n d verba l
elements of the I de ntity Syste m
a re e q u a l ly i m porta nt. Eve ry
com m u n i cation with o u r m e m be rs
provides a n opportun ity to e n ha nce
our relations h i p and i mage of B l ue
C ross a n d B l ue S h i e l d of Florida .
Weavi ng the message of o u r
Pro m i se , provid i n g clea r a n d rele
va nt i nformation a n d d e l ive ri ng our
m essage i n a wa rm, caring tone,
help to s h a pe ou r B ra nd
Pe rson a l ity.
The Corporate I dentity System
G u idel i nes of B l ue C ross and B l ue
S h ield of F l o rida a re sched u led for
re lease early fa l l in pri nt and
I ntra n et ve rsion . These g u id e l i nes
will outl i ne s pecifics on the ele
ments a bove as wel l as showi ng
n u merous exa mples. S h o u l d you
have a ny q uestions on this devel
opment, please contact the B ra n d
M a na g e m e nt Tea m at 5-3 2 2 8 or
ema i l u s at the B ra n d
Com m u n ications M a i l box o n
Excha nge .
Pantone• Process Blue ,s a reg,stered Trademark of
Pantone, Inc

b ra n d m atte rs
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Leaders In Web Tech nology

Cl)

Altho u g h ma naged care org a n i za
tions rema i n slow to adopt
e l ectro n ic co m m e rce strategies,
B l ue C ross a n d B l ue S h ield plans
( i n c l u d i n g B l u e C ross and B l ue
S h ield of Florida) rema i n dom i n a nt
performers i n the use of web
tech nologies. Th is acco rd i n g to a
rece nt study cond ucted by Cap
G e m i n i Ernst & You n g .
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Did you know that . . .

•
•

•

•

The h i g hest rated websites
belon ged to B l ue C ross a n d
B l u e S h i eld o f Fl orida, Anthem
B l u e C ross a n d B l u e S h ield
( N evada), Anthem B l ue C ross and
B l ue S h ie l d ( N ew H a m p s h i re),
B l ue S h i eld of Cal iforn ia , and Aetna
U . S . H ea lthca re
Health Plan & Provider Report, The Bureau of National
Affairs, I nc. Wednesday, J uly 1 1 , 200 1 .

C lea rly, " b ra n d i s more th
pany name or a b u s i ness
tion - the B ra n d is a sync
the u n i q u e n ess of the o r�
It is a description of who
pany is, spel led o ut i n a s
i nteg rated idea o r cancer:;

·,t-1 �

W h e n reviewi n g ove r 7 4 websites,
researchers fo u n d that B l u e C ross
and B l u e S h ie l d aff i l iates led the
pack by meeting two or more of
the c rite ria . Each website was
critiqued on the fol l owi n g :
Posts i nformation that g ives the
user a sense of secu rity;
Offe rs a va ri ety of o n l i n e
services that a re o f va l u e ;
Offers custom e r service,
p rovider d i rectories, and l og i n s
on the h o m e page;
U pdated the conte nt with i n
the past two months a n d h a s a
date sta m p that identifies the
cu rre ncy of the i nfo rmation ; a n d
Li n ks to sites that offer health
i nformation as we l l a s pha rmacy
or p rescription ref i l l s e rvices,
hea lth-related p rod u cts a n d
services, a n d n o n hea lth-related
prod ucts .

" Yo u ca n see it's n ot the
adve rtisi n g message o r ti
uct b e i n g sol d that s ha pe
vision of pa rticu l a r b ra nd �
a bout the experie n ce yOL
with the com pany, its pe,
its p rod ucts . " 2

1

• . . . The fi rst M cDona l d ' s was
ope n ed in 1 955 in Des Pla i n es,
I l l i nois and the reve n u e from that
day was $366. 1 2 ? M cDona l d ' s
is t h e la rgest a n d best-known
g loba l foodservice reta i l e r with
more than 28, 000 resta u ra nts i n
1 2 0 co u ntries. Yet on a ny day,
even as the m a r ket leader,
Mc Dona l d ' s se rves less than one
percent of the worl d ' s popu la
tion . This world-wide compa ny
does more than serve food .
I n 1 974 they joined with the
P h i l a d e l p h ia Eag les i n open i n g
t h e first R o n a l d M c D o n a l d House
to serve the fa m i l ies of critica l l y
i l l c h i l d re n w h i l e they a re away
from h o m e . So, the next time
yo u a pp roach the d rive thru,
re member that M c Dona l d ' s
is "not j ust a h a m b u rg e r compa
ny serving people, but a people
com pa ny servi n g h a m b u rgers . "
www.mcdonalds.com
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• . . . Accord i n g to a rece nt study,
" loss of reputation" heads the l ist
as the biggest risk for l a rge
org a n izations fol lowed by fa i l u re
to cha n g e ? I n the next iss u e of
Brand Matters, see how t h i s
n ew f i n d i n g re-e m p h a s i zes the
i m porta nce of B l ue C ross and
B l ue S h i e l d of F l o rida ' s Pro m i s e .
'A Case o f Self-Inflicted Damage, · Sumit Paul
Choudhury, E Risk.

H ave a Prom ise s uccess story,
B ra n d research o r a l ittle-known
fact a bout a noth e r B ra n d yo u 'd l i ke
to s h a re ? Please contact Robin
S u l l iva n ( 5-30 1 2) to s h a re yo u r
ideas for Brand Matters, a n
Adve rt i s i n g a n d M a rket
Com m u n icat i o n s p u b l icatio n .
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This Thing Ca l led Brand
What is t h i s t h i n g ca l led b ra n d ?
The Ame rica n M a rket i n g
Association defi nes b ra n d a s "a
name, term , s i g n , symbol, or
desig n , or com b i nation of them,
i ntended to ide ntify the goods of
one s e l l e r a n d to d ifferentiate
them from those of com petitors . " 1
B ut there is so m uch more to
b ra n d than t h i s forma l defi n ition .
When you th i n k of s u ccessf u l
bra n ds, a n i mage o f how yo u r visit
to Sta rbucks or Dis n ey World
s h o u ld go is vivid i n you r m i n d .
When getti n g coffee, you have
expectations of its flavo r, tempera
t u re a n d fres h ness. A tri p to the
wel l-known a m u sement park will
be e n ha nced by the s m i l i n g a ppea l
of thousands of cast m e m be rs .
E n co u nter j ust o n e person who
ca n ' t p ronou nce M oc h a
Fra ppucci no® or who g reets y o u
w i t h a frown , a n d the d ifference is
as noticea b l e a s if you were ha nd
ed a Coke® ca n pai nted bright
g reen .

" Ded icated to p rovid i ng c.
tions . . . " Th i s o n e l i n e of <
P rom ise ref lects who we
te l l s the story of the va l u
b ri n g t o o u r m e m bers ; it
izes what we do and se l l .
Prom ise is the corn e rstor
B ra n d Strategy a n d tra n s l
i nto a m ea n i n gf u l pri n ci pE
reflects o u r d e s i red actior
a ppea ra nce .

We m u st a l l dedicate o u r
fulfi l l i ng t h i s P rom ise t o o
bers, o u r p roviders a n d o'
touch . The stre ngth of ou
is dependent u po n all of L
Casco n e so eloqu ently p l
writi n g o f o u r Vi sion, Va l L..
Prom ise , "Without a l l of y
e n d u ri n g eleme nts a re or
on paper. Togeth e r we c
do - m a ke it happen . "

' " Marketing Management, " by P. Kotler, F
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1 988.

'" Engaging Employees to Define the Branc
Barbara Govednik, Strategic Communicatlc
February/March 200 1 .

" Secrets of the Corporate Brand, " by Larr
Across the Board, January 1 998.
Frappuchino� Is a registered Trademark of
Coffee Company

Coke' is a registered Trademark of The Co
Company
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needed to develop and enhance
these efforts.
In Phase I, Value Chain Team
members identified the top 1 6 con
sumer transformation issues. Health
Business Leadership narrowed that
list down to the top eight high priority
initiatives and launched Phase II
Learns to develop business designs
for those eight initiatives. "Our
charge in Phase II," says Pizzo, "was
to lay out a plan that would help
transform the company into a more
consumer-focused organization."

r Transformation
Ip Transform BCBSF
e we incorporated a consumer
_s into our Value Chain, steps
� taken to move it from strategy
ality. To do that, Health
ness Leadership formed Value
Teams to determine how to
f the Value Chain part of our
tyday business. This was Phase I
' company's Consumer
sformation effort.
took a look at the steps in the
Chain and determined the
' - the activities we aren't
ently doing that are necessary
plemenling our strategic
umer focus," explains Dave
b, vice president of Advertising
arket Communications and
rr of the Consumer and
ket Segmentation Phase II
. For example, the first step
e
: Value Chain is "Understand."
b Team members looked at
omponents of what it takes
�y understand consumers et research, segmentation and
ting - and identified whatwas

ves :
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Elana Schrader, M.D., a medical
director for BCBSF, headed the Care
Service Experience Value Team. Her
team was responsible for making
recommendations Lo improve the
experience members have when they
receive care from their physicians.
The team's work focused on
improving relationships between
patients and physicians. ''We looked
al ways to help physidans improve
their office scheduling and
interactions with members," she
explains. ''We also recommended
developing web-based support tools
for members to help them make
more informed decisions in managing
their own health."
While serving on Consumer
Transformation Teams, members
worked at the Collier Building in
Jacksonville, away from their regular
offices and interruptions. The teams
met for 1 7 weeks. "Being on a
Consumer Transformation Team
was a great experience," explains
Barbara Hunter, who led the
Customer Self Service team. "It was
good that we were able to focus on
one major task."
Hunter's group was responsible for
Customer Self Service, which
involves allowing our members to
conduct routine transactions, such
as requesting an ID card or gelling

information on the status of their
claim, at their own convenience.
These requests, which are usually
handled by calling customer service,
would be automated through the
Internet and interactive voice
response. ''We looked at the top
reasons our members call us and
developed ways to automate these
requesls," says Hunter. "This will
allow our members to conduct
these transactions through the channel
they prefer at a time which is
convenient for them," explains Hunter.
From the Consumer Transformation
Team recommendations, seven
initiatives were approved for
implementation - some will begin
this year and others will begin in
2002. T hese include:

Employee s

G ive a Th u m bs-U p To Th e B C B S F Wo rkp l a ce

When it comes to communicating, BCBSF is getting the word out and
employees are in the know. T hat's according to a survey mailed to 3,000
randomly selected employees this summer. T he analysis, spearheaded by
Public Relations & Corporate Communications and the Human Services
Group, was undertaken to determine the effectiveness of company
communications and overall job satisfaction with BCBSF.

Overall,88 percent of employees
say they are well informed of
company happenings. And 82
percent say they are satisfied with
the effectiveness of communications.
What's more, the use and success
of Quick Connections, Perspectives
and Blue Views has jumped
significantly. A total of86 percent
say they find Quick Connections
informative, compared to 50 percent
last year. A total of 66 percent say
Perspectives gives them a better
understanding of corporate
direction, an increase of 1 7 poinls
from a year ago. And 70 percent
say BlueViews offers valuable
information, compared to 51
percent last year.
"I believe the huge movement and
increased readership that we're
seeing with Quick Connections,

Perspectives and BlueViews has to

do with the program changes in
the distribution, promotion and
content areas of these communica
tions vehicles," says Rick Curran,
director of Public Relations &
Corporate Commun ications. "Both
publications are more employee
oriented with shorter, more concise
articles. Quick Connections
changed from a bi-weekly, printed
newsletter to a weekly, electronic
newsletter, while Perspectives was
completely redesigned and is now

delivered to each employee via
desk drop."
The best source of information,
according to those polled, remains
managers. A total of 38 percent say
their managers provide them with
the most information about events
and issues affecting BCBSF and 51
percent say it's their preferred
source. The next closest preference
is email, at 25 percent. On the
issue of Two-VVay Communication
(TWC) meetings, the vast majority
of employees -82 percenl - want
them at least once a month, with
52 percent wanting them at least
twice a month. This high percentage
and desire for frequency shows
employees believe these meetings
offer real value.
continued on next page

Most of the changes made in our
publications were a di rect resu lt of
feedback we received last year."
11
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Employees also had favorable
things to say in the area of job
satisfaction. On the subject of
compensation, 69 percent say the
company provides them a fair and
competitive pay and benefits
package. Although this question
received the lowest favorable rating
of the seven job satisfaction
statements, there was a four-point
increase from last year. A total of
92 percent say their work is worth
while and contributes to the success
of BCBSF. Additionally,88 percent
say they enjoy working at the
company. These high marks come
at a time when America's job
satisfaction rates are on a decline.
In fact, according to a Roper Starch
Worldwide survey conducted in
April of 2,600 American and
Canadian employees, only 50

Overall it appears the

percenl say they are very satisfied
with their current job and only 49
percent with their company.
"Favorable responses (strongly
agree or agree) were up for every
statement when compared to 1 999
and 2000," says Stephen Beard,
project consultant in the Human
Services Group. "Overall it appears
the company is making strides in
how employees view their jobs,
their supervisors and their work
environment. Certainly the
extensive Leadership Development
Program and the increased
emphasis on communication
have played a role in the better
survey results."
In the area of supervisory
leadership, 76 percent of employees

company

IS
m a ki n g strides in how employees
view their jobs, their supervisors and their
work environment."
11

believe their supervisor responds
in a timely and appropriate way to
their suggestions or feedback. In
addition, 82 percent say their
supervisor treats them in a fair and
equal manner. However, some
opportunities exist for improvement.
Only 54 percent of employees say
their supervisors provide clear and
honest feedback monthly on job
performance. And only 66 percent
say they receive appropriate
recognition for their work.
New to the survey this year was a
section on diversity. The percentages
suggest that employees do not
have any major problems with
diversity and company culture
related issues. The majority say
they have not heard disparaging
remarks based on a person's race,
gender or sexual orientation. In
addition, 68 percent believe they
can talk openly about issues
affecting them and 74 percent say
they feel respected and valued as
an individual at BCBSF.
Feedback from the employee survey
is used to make improvements in
communications and the work
environment. "Most of the changes
made in our publications were a
direct result of feedback we
received last year," says Curran. �
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A DISINTEGRATION - To

re for the possible loss of
sive service areas (ESAs) and
1sed competition with other
,lans, BCBSF must be prepared
1pete independently in a new
Jnment.
COMPETITION - BCBSF needs
,tect against new health care
etitors in the Florida market,
ling financial institutions that
,ell health care products.
"AL STRATEGY - The way we
siness today will not generate
:sources we need to remain
ncially viable company that
1vest in our future while
ming an independent entity.
current environment is more
�nging than at any time in the
she explains. "Medical cost
s are increasing significantly
egulatory issues continue to
1te. In the midst of all this
�e, we want our emphasis to
Floridians and making sure

ing to take an outside-in
meeting consumers' needs,"
a Benevento.

1ave affordable health care
es," says Benevento. ''We want
here for our consumers today
1 the future."
Benevento refers to consumers,
talking about all current

1ves
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members and their dependents, as
well as all potential members of
any products or service we sell or
may sell. "Today's consumers are
demanding the same levels of service
and convenience they experience
with other companies," says
Benevento. "They want choice and
control in their health care products
and services, which is bringing
tremendous change to our industry."
Today, the majority of consumers
receive their health care insurance
through their employers. This

CRM will reshape our business based
on consumers' desires. (See page 24
for more information about CRM.)
"We are trying to take an
outside-in approach to meeting
consumers' needs, rather than
trying Lo guess what they want,"
explains Benevento. This is the
approach the company is using to
develop the Platform for Affordable
Choice (PAC), which will provide
new capabilities to offer a broad
array of products and services.

11

They want choice and control in their
health care products and serv_i ces, which is
bringing tremendous cha n ge to

o u r i ndustry."

could change as more individuals
begin to take greater control of their
health care coverage decisions.
There are many initiatives under
way to better understand the
individual consumers' health care
needs and desires. ''We are trying
to get closer to the consumer," says
Benevento. Recently, customer
service associates were invited to the
summer Leadership Development
program to share their member
experiences and common
concerns. The fall program will
feature BCBSF members who will
explain their concerns with health
care plans and with BCBSF specifically.
The company will use this feedback
from members to make continuous
improvements.
Part of the company's efforts to
become more consumer-centric
will be realized through initiatives
that are part of Customer
Relationship Management (CRM).

"We are building PAC with direct
input from our members. We're
hearing loud and clear that they
want more affordable choices to
suit their individual needs," says
Benevento. "So we're developing
PAC with that in mind. Eventually,
members within a family or even
within a large group account may
be able to design their own benefits
based on their individual needs."
Rather than trying to meet a] I
consumers' needs, the Health
Business Sector has analyzed the
market and identified "targeted"
customers. "Our job is to focus our
efforts on developing and delivering
products and services that best meet
their needs and to do it better than
our competitors," explains Benevento.
Targeted consumers have common
expectations. They are interested in
their health, have a need for getting
more information about their health
and are willing to pay additional
dollars for additional services.

Going High-Tech

W ith th e rel ease of ou r annu al su rvey, it' s becoming cl ear th at tech nol ogy is
pl aying a greater rol e i n th e w orkpl ace. Th is year' s resul ts find 73 percent of
BCBSF empl oyees u sing email more th an once a day. I n 1 999 , th e findings
w ere only at 57 percent. A total of 68 percent say th ey w oul d prefer to receive
an all- empl oyee commu nication th rou gh email .
How ever, wh en asked if th ey w oul d l ike to receive more, l ess or abou t th e same
amou nt of information on email , th e maj ority of empl oyees (5 1 percent) said
" th e same." Th e percentage of empl oyees wh o said th ey w oul d l ike to receive
more information via email h as decreased from l ast year wh il e th e percentage
responding " abou t th e same" h as increased from 44 to 5 1 percent. " Th is cou l d
indicate th at some empl oyees are beginning to feel some email overl oad;' says
Cu rran. Th is is most evident among managers - 27 percent say th ey w ant more
email commu nications and 1 9 percent say th ey w ant l ess.

On-the-Job Findings

Across th e board , j ob satisfaction rates are h igh at BCBSF. A total of 72 percent
say th eir l ast performance appraisal provided an accu rate su mmary of th eir
performance and contribu tions. U p seven points from l ast year, 64 percent of
empl oyees say th ey bel ieve th at th e opportu nity to advance in th eir career is
good at BCBSF. And 74 percent say th ey h ave th e ch ance to u pgrade th eir skill s.

Supervisors in the Spotlight

Su pervisory l eadersh ip earned some very positive feedback from BCBSF
empl oyees as w el l . A total of 73 percent say th eir su pervisor su pports th eir
career devel opment, wh il e 7 1 percent bel ieve th eir su pervisor is an effective
manager/l eader. Of th ose pol l ed, 82 percent say th eir su pervisors treat th em in
a fair and equ al manner.
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ou may have heard the name " Navigy" and wondered what this new
company is all about. Navigy, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida formed last January. Perspectives spoke with Nick
Stam, Navigy's president, to gai n more insight into the company's reasons
for creating Navigy and what we can expect from this new subsidiary.
0. What is Navigy's role?
Navigy's role is to help enhance and expand the current role of the
enterprise by acting as a strategic catalyst. We do this by developing
innovative, e-enabled business solutions through alliances or partnerships.
One of our key goals is to leverage existing corporate resources, like our
provider networks and large member base, into new markets through
collaborative business ventures. We also recognize that our employees'
talents and skills are a tremendously valuable resource we can leverage to
help the enterprise reach its goa]s.
Navigy Learn members provide information and insights to BCBSF leadership
regarding how the e-business environment will impact the evolving heallh
industry and BCBSF, both today and in the future. Navigy then partners with
internal and external resources to champion the changes necessary for
creating new business opportunities that will help BCBSF continue to meet
the needs of its current and future customers.
0. Why was Navigy formed?
We can all see that the health care industry is changing right before our
eyes. The industry is becoming more complex, regulated and costly. At the
same time, consumers are demanding more convenience, control, personalized
service and choice. Because of this, it is critical that BCBSF diversifies its
business rather than relying predominantly on our Health Business Sector
for revenue. In the future, our revenue growth opportunities are expected to
come from our non-health sectors, such as E-Business, Diversified Services
Options (Government Business) and Diversified Business.
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That's where Navigy steps in. We
are here to think strategically
about future business opportunitie
in the health industry as a whole.
We were formed to seek out
e-enabled business solutions that
can add strategic and financial
value to BCBSF.
0. Can you tell us more about
Navigy's role in d iversification?
Navigy's role is to focus on
slrategically relevant future
opportunities. In order to diversify,
you first have to Lhink Lhrough
where it makes good business
sense to diversify. The idea has to
"fit" with enterprise strategic goals
and direction. Once an idea is
developed, Navigy's Board of
Directors determines whether
or not it will be funded.
We want to make ideas real whether it's investing in future
companies or creating join t
ventures. This will help BCBSF
meet its enterprise vision of being
"a company focused primarily on
the health industry, delivering
value through an array of choices."

uconsumer-driven" has become the company mantra
meetings, read it in company articles and hear it espous,
According to Barbara Benevento,
group vice president of Health
Business Operations, becoming
consumer-driven isn't just a nice
thing to do, it is critical to the
company's future survival. That's
why it is at the heart of our
Health Business Vision: "To be a
consumer-driven, independent
pl...pp that offers Floridians affordable
,. �
c,are choices."
year,
we review our Health
,
ategy and update it,''
nevento. "We look at

that re

fine its vision.
These issues include:
CONSUMERIS
industry is transformi ng from a
group ' ti'tQg�l (selling health
-�
ins_uran ce co�e to an employe
to an individual oonsumer-focus
model, where the individual wil
increasingly be the primary
decision maker.

CONSUME]

BlueCard claims-related information
is limited. "Blue Exchange will offer
VO-like capabilities," says Tony
Hubbard, vice president, NBU
Business Management, "enabling
local plans to communicate with
each other regardless of their
individual technology. Our providers
will be able to get eligibility information
on another plan's customers as well
as information on claim status and
real-time claims adjustments."

r1

by the Association
orming organization:'
right, NBU group

1t.

ve customer service's ability
and provide information. "We
,tening to our employees and
Lg at empowerment opportu" says Smith. "They are being
trained in a number of func:o service the customer while
re on the phone, so that they
)int and click and make the
;ary changes immediately. We
;o offering customers self-serv
oortunities for things like
�ment ID cards via the web."
EXCHANGE COMING IN 2002

rear a major NBU initiative
� the rollout of Blue Exchange
:::ompleted by October 2002.
exchange is a key Association
t that provides the web-based
)logical infrastructure needed
1ply ·with the Health Insurance
1ility and Accountability
]PAA), which mandates
ry-wide use of standard
: mic formats.

1ter-Plan Teleprocessing
es (ITS) software currently
o transmit and adjudicate

ves
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Local plans will be able to continue
to operate independently, maintaining
their own unique processes and
solutions, while at the same time
participating in an integrated and
collaborative national network of
health care payers and providers.
BUILDING GREATER
UNDERSTANDING

Albright is pleased with the progress
made by the NBU in building greater
understanding of its positions within
the Blue system. The NBU also seeks
to create greater awareness of
national issues across the BCBSF
organization, integrating the needs
of both local and national business
in decision making. They are
working with various areas, like
network management and VO, to
leverage capabilities and improve
effectiveness.
"We want to ensure that Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida is a
top-performing plan in the national
arena," says Albright, "and is
recognized and valued as such.
"Building greater understanding of
our national business is also a
significant challenge within the
company," explains Albright. "That
is why we have embarked on an effort
to build understanding and acceptance
of the value of national business." �

"We are here to think
strategically about future
business opportunities . . . "
- Nick Stam

0. Who is on N avig y 's Board of
Directors?

Currently, the board is made up of
members of BCBSF's Corporate
Strategy Committee - Mike
Cascone, Joe Grantham, Chris
Doerr, Bob Lufrano and Bruce
Bagni. Eventually, the board will
expand to include outside members.
This will continue to challenge and
expand our thinking.
0. How does N avigy go a bout
making ideas real?

We have a business development
process that has four steps: idea
generation; developing the
conceptual model; establishing a
venture plan; and form ing the
business venture. This process helps
us Lo determine if the idea is viable
and fits with our strategic focus.
0. Can employees subm it ideas for
e-opportunities or diversification to
Navigy?

VVe consult with external partners,
as well as different areas of the
enterprise, to generate ideas and
identify opportunities. We are
currently developing a way for all

employees to submit ideas through
the company intranet and hope to
have it up and running by early
2002. Ideas that match our strategic
focus will be researched further
for their viability.

insurance, long-term care, dental
and Worker's Comp insurance.
Navigy's focus is on developing
e-enabled business solutions for
the health industry in general, such
as our new joint venture, Availity.

0. How is Navigy different from the
E-Commerce department in the
Health Business Sector?

0. Can you tell me more a bout
Availity?

The E-Commerce department
focuses on improving the
performance of the Health
Business Sector. Navigy will work
from the broader perspective of
creating e-enabled business
solutions to help the entire
company, the "enterprise," expand
its reach in the overall health
industry - beyond our traditional
view of health care to other markets
such as provider connectivity and
new business models.
0. How is Navigy
different from the role
of our Diversified
Business Sector?

Diversified Business
focuses on ancillary
products, such as life

Availity, an online web portal, is an
excellent example of the types of
solutions we are looking to develop.
This is a joint venture with
Humana enabling physicians to
access eligibility and benefits
information, submit claims,
inquire about claims status and get
immediate approvals for referrals
and authorizations online. Availity
is a good illusLraLion of our desire
Lo seek solutions that will not only
benefit BCBSF, but the entire
health industry. (See related article
cont i nued on next page

0ur empuoyees- talents
and skills are a tremendously
resource."

11
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below for more information
about Availity.)
0. How does Availity relate to
our Virtual Office capability?
It will leverage and expand our
Virtual Office capability. Virtual
Office provides an electronic
link between our company and
health care providers. The
Availity portal will give heallh
care providers that same 24-hour
link with us, with Humana, and
in the future, other payers. With
both, physicians and their staffs
are able to spend less time on
paperwork and more time
focusing on the needs of their
patients.
0. Are other business ventures
anticipated?
Definitely. We're working on
several new initiatives that we
anticipate launching in 2002.

0. Will each venture form a new
subsidiary?
Most new ventures are likely to
form new subsidiaries because of
our mission to partner with
outside companies. These types of
joint ventures are legally required
to be structured as separate
subsidiaries.
0. Navigy is a subsidiary that will
develop e-solutions for the company,
often through the internet. Does
that mean Navigy is a dot.com
organization?
We are significantly different from
a dot.com organization. Through
research, we have learned Navigy
besl fils a "Clicks & People"
organizational model where people
are the competitive advantage, not
just technology and marketing.
"Clicks & People" organizations
differ from dot.com organizations
in that they are formed to create
value to the parent company and
receive capital from the
parent company.

Brings New
Solutions to
Health Care

a top-perfor
pla n i n the national a rena, a n d
B l u e Sh ield of Florida is

0. Would you classify Navigy as a
"start-up" company?
We are like a start-up in that we
are a brand new company, but
unlike most start-ups, we have the
credibility, resources and financial
backing of our parent company
[BCBSF]. This is a tremendous
advantage in the
marketplace.

recogn ized a n d va l u ed as such ."
Meeting multistate needs is a
priority issue. But the cost of building
and sLaffmg Lhe capabilities and
technology needed was problematic.
"The drumbeat of the marketplace
is 'I want more value for lower
prices,"' says Albright. ''We are
trying to respond to that. Finding
new ways to do things with other
Blues can leapfrog us forward."

0. I hear that Navigy employees
don't have traditional job titles.
Why is this?
Successful "Clicks & People"
organizations need to be organized
in a way that is lean, flat and
project-based so that they can
focus on speed and flexibility. To
accomplish this, we needed an
organizational model that is different
from the parent company. Navigy
has just three levels of team

I

aility
Jul ie Klapstein is
Availity's new CEO.

We wa nt to ensure that Blue Cross a nd

"We have tended Lo cede Lhal
business to other Blues because
we lacked the infrastructure and
the ability to price and service
the business competitively,"
explains Keith Coker, vice
president, NBD Marketing and
Sales. In the last two years, the
NBU has made a concerted effort
to reposition the company with
regard to Control plan business
as a means of lessening the threat
of other Blue plans gaining
footholds in Florida.
"If you give away a significant
amount of your business to other
plans, you limit your ability to
control your own destiny and you
turn over your marketplace to
other BCBS plans. You become a
local company only," Coker says.
"This was a growing concern."

The Alliance Model, which allows
us to continue our control relationship
-with key accounts, but partner with
other plans to provide administrative
services for them, allows us to stay
active as a Control plan, and
provides an immediate alternative
solution for Florida-headquartered
multistate customers. There are
currently more than one million
potential Florida-based customers
that fit into this category of business.
Currenlly, we work wilh Lw o other
plans using Lhis Alliance Model the South Carolina plan and the
Highmark plan in Pennsylvania,
which provide administrative services
on our behalf.
FEDERAL EMPLOYEE PROGRAM (FEP)
A large portion of NBU business is
derived through FEP. We participate
nationally in FEP with
all other
BCBS plans through the Association,
one of about 250 carriers that provide
coverage to federal employees.
Florida is the fifth-largest market, but
we are the second-largest FEP plan in
the country. "With some 250,000
eligible persons in Florida, BCBSF
holds 146,000 contracts, or about 58
percent of our market," notes Coker.
The Association manages benefit

design and annual negotiation
We provide claims administrat
customer service, account
management and field suppo

The company is heavily repre:
on the FEP boards and manag
groups. Additionally, NBU rep;
tatives make 3,000-plus visits
year to federal agencies and r
employee chapters to facilitate
communication, work service i
and identify improvement opporll
As a result, BCBSF has ranked in
five for open season and year-rou
FEP contract gains nationally for 1
the last1 0 years.
NBU OPERATIONS
Critical to the NBU's
success are the folks in
Operations - nearly1 ,000
strong who serve our
members. They work
under the pressure of
meeting performance
guarantees with respect to
how many claims are paid
within a timeframe, the
accuracy of the claims
and how quickly they
answer the phone.

''We do a fantastic job of
meeting our goals," says Darn
Smith, vice president, Nationa
Operations. "What sets us apa
from our competitors are our le
and employees. They take prid
doing it right the first time."

Continuous process improverr
a major objective, and the co11
is assessing new tools that wil
continued on
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members: principals, associates
and administrative assistants. This
helps us to promote shared
leadership and team effectiveness.
We determined the core atlribules
needed in this type of environment
are innovation, collaboration, agility
and boldness.
0. Are there opportunities for
enterprise employees to work at
Navigy or one of its subsidiaries?
Navigy brings value through the
creation of new ventures rather
than the delivery of a product or
service directly to the customer.
The team is staffed with a mix of
internal and external resources to
create diversity of thinking and
innovation. We are intent on
remaining as agile as possible
while still being well positioned to

ther BCBS plans this year. The BlueCard program also provides service
lents of F1orida who are BCBSF members through a national account
1artered outside of the state.
)f our goals was to ensure that changes to the BlueCard program
as reducing fees) were not detrimental to the organization," Albright
"In 2000, we were able to modify an initial recommendation on
ard fees to a reasonable outcome. That required us to work with
Jlans and the Association in new and different ways to help them
;tand our thinking. We formed coalitions with other Blue plans to
our views and ensure we had an appropriate outcome."
1t is quick to note that the best outcome is not necessaiily what is best for
, but what is best for the overall Blue system. 'We are constantly looking to
: that we manage the right balance between om· local plan needs and
eds of the broader system," he says, "recognizing that they really go
n glove."
ves
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ALLIANCE MODEL
One business issue facing the NBU
is how to support national business
in new ways, recognizing significant
pressure around costs. Par plan
accounts are companies headquartered
outside of Florida. They have a
relationship ·with another Blue plan
that contracts with us to provide
services to the account's members
residing in Florida. BCBSF is one of
the largest Par plans in the country,
with more than 300,000 residents in
Florida with coverage through
other Blue Cross plans. Additionally,
Florida is a prime vacation state
drawing many travelers enrolled
with other Blue Cross plans. But
the company traditionally has been a
small player in the national Control
account market - companies
headq uarlered in Florida that have
at least 500 employees out of state.

achieve our objectives. As Navigy
creates new ventures, there
will be opportunities for people
with relevant experience and
skill sets. �

For physiciansand health care p roviders , getting sim pleinfor
mation -likeelig b
il
i ityand b
enefits -canb
eacumb
ersome
and frustrating p rocess. Oftentimes, theyare e
r qu i e
r d to make
numerous phonecallsand patientsareleft waiting -sometimes
for days - whiletheir physiciantriestogetauthorization for
additional medicalservices. t
I s
' a lose-losesituation for
everyone - the patient, the physicianand the health plan.
Navigy'snew ventu re - Availity, L . L . C. - has launched a
capabilitythat makesgetting th s
i typeof n
i formation m uch
easierand faster. Using n
i ternettechnology, and bu ilding
uponou r Virtual O fficecapab
ility, physiciansand other health
care p roviders will b
eabe
l to log ontoasingleinternetsite www.avai lity.com - and transactbusiness with multiple
health plans. Initial ly, BCB S F and H u mana, Inc. have joined
forcestocreateand marketthiscapability; other health plans
areexpected to jon
i inthenear futu e
r .
Today, network p roviders (in Florida) for BCB S F and
H u manasim plylog on, enterasecu re I D and password , and
they' reontheir waytosending and receiving real-ti me
information with each ofthe health plans - from onesite,
using onesystem . Manual p rocessessuch as phonecallsand
paper formsare replaced with electronictransactionsthat
p rovide n
i formation more q u icklyand accu rately. Physicians

can "instantly" ob
taineligib
ilityand b
enefits veri fication, submit
claims, checkclai msstatusand receiveauthorizations for
ree
f rralsand other medicalservices -saving timeand money.
Patientsarealso winners. Because Availitygivesthe physician
instantaccesstoou r memb
er's health b
enefits n
i formation, it's
easier, a
fsterand moreconvenient forthem to receive health
careservices whentheyneed them . No more waiting on
phonecallsto verifyb
enefitsor paperworkapp roving ree
f rrals
oradditional medicalservices.
" Health care s
i com munity- focused and Availitystrengthens
thecomm unityb
ondsb
ybringing Florida payersand Florida
physicianstogethertob
etterservethe health careneedsof
Florid ians;' says Julie Klapstein, CE O of Availity. "Also, weare
uniq ueinthattwo payers havecometogetherto p rovidea
solutiontooneofthe most frustrating p rob
lems physicians
experience with the health caresystem - m u t
l ipleand
sometimes vastly differentsystems, p rocessesand p roced u res
forthe many health plans rep resented b
ytheir patients."
Availityis definitelyastep inthe rig ht directionas we
ers , when
focuson p rovid ing caring sol utionstoou r memb
theyneed them .
er
Availity launched a pilotto physicianofficesin Septemb
and plansa rapid rollouttoad d t
i ionaloffices du ring the
fou rth quarter.
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When Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida formed the National
Business Unit ( NBU) early in 1 999, the move was designed not only
to profitably grow national business, but to strengthen our position
with key Blue plans and within the Blue Cross Blue Shield

Healthy Delivery
B C B S F Prog ra m H e l ps with H i g h- R i s k Preg n a n c i e s
" During the night, when the rest of our family is sleeping, I share special,
quiet time with my baby girl, Priscilla," says Maria Proenza, health care
audit clerk in BCBSF's Miami office. " But, I remember my pregnancy wasn't
as peaceful as the moments my daughter and I share now."

"In the seventh month of my second pregnancy, I suffered from kidney
stones and a urinary tract infection. The pain was severe, so I went to the
hospital for medication," remembers Proenza. Not uncommon in pregnant
women, kidney stones are formed from crystals that contain combinations
of minerals and other chemicals.
"The pain medication triggered labor. This was weeks before my due
date so I was concerned about the baby," says Proenza. For six days, she
battled pre-term labor and fears for her unborn child. Finally, the labor
stopped and she was able to return home.

N

B

I

T

RAISES FLORIDA'S PROFI LE

The NBU identifies and analyzes national issues affecting the Blue syst
develops our positions and works with similar Blue plans to influence 1
Association's governance process. ''We are seen by the Association as a
high-performing organization, which enables us to operate from the hi
ground on major issues," says Tom Albright, NBU group vice president

With proper rest and care, Proenza
returned to her job one month
later. "I had been anxious about
the baby while I was in the hospital
and I was glad that everything was
going to be all right, but I knew it
was important to take care of
myself."

The National Business Unit produces about one-third of the total Healt
Business revenues, contributes positive operating income to the enterp
and accounts for significant enroJlment gains annually. NBU revenues
primarily come from three areas: the BlueCard program; National Acee
(groups that have members in more than one Blue plan's service area)
the Federal Employee Program (FEP).

When Clevette George, a BCBSF
Individual Benefits coordinator,
called Proenza about the Healthy
Addition program, she was ready
to listen. "Clevette was great. She
sent me brochures, gave me tips

The BlueCard program accounts for most of the NBU's operating income. ·
a member from another Blue plan seeks medical attention in our service c
we receive an administrative fee as the "host" plan for servicing the claim
an access fee for use of our provider network. BCBSF is one of the largest
plans in the country - BlueCard program volume has increased more tha
percent in each of the last four years. We will host more than480,000 mem
continued on
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on what to eat and encouraged me
to get enough rest. I wanted to do
everything I could to ensure a
healthy pregnancy and Clevette
was right there with me, every step
of the way."

Just as we've had to make
;es in the way we deliver our
1cts and services, we've also
J look at restructuring our
its to better moderate Lhe
t of continuously rising health
�osts. The 2002 Benefits You
am offers employees more
e of plans and coverage
helping the company better
ge the cost of providing
benefits.

iition to more choice,
Jyees will also see more
ility to accommodate the
;ity of the workforce, as well
:ompany match of 50 percent
1tributions to SelectFund
Jle Spending Accounts (FSA)
$ 1,000. Employees will have
dgnate one FSA account for
atch - either health care or
1dent care.

nstance, if you want Lasik
ry, this is a way to get extra
rnd Lo use pre-tax dollars to
ir it," Labian says.

hanges introduced in 2002
osition the company for
nent -with BCBSF's Platform
fordable Choice (PAC) for
groups. That means even
choice and more flexibility
riefits options in the future,
n says.

's why we call it Benefits You )lans. Your Choice," she says. �

t,: \l,L 200 1

2 0 02 Be n efits O ptions
A nnual enrollment is scheduled for O ct. 8 - O ct. 26. Here is a q uick look at
the benefits package employees w ill see:
Health Care - four options
• V alue HM O
• Current H M O (" Signature" )
• V alue PPO
• Current PPO (" Signature" )
O r, w aive coverage and receive
$50 each month to spend on
other benefits or receive as cash
Dental Care - three options
• Prepaid Plan
• Blue Dental Choice Signature
• Blue Dental Choice V alue
O r, opt out and receive $5 each
month to spend on other benefits
or receive as cash
Vision care - two options
• V alue plan
• Signature plan
Four coverage and
contribution levels
• Employee only
• Employee and spouse
(or q ualified domestic partner)
• Employee and child(ren)
• Employee and family

SelectFund FSA company match
50 percent match for the first
$ 1 , 000 in either a health care
account or a dependent care account
Basic life and AD&D insurance
(company pays for tw o times pay)
O pt dow n to one times pay and
receive flex dollars
O pt dow n to $50,000 for
employees earning more than
$50 , 0 00 and receive flex dollars
Supplemental life and
AD&D insurance
O ptions for one, tw o or three
times pay
Long-term disability
(company pays for 60 percent of pay)
O pt up to 70 percent of pay
O pt dow n to 50 percent of pay and
receive flex dollars

A voluntary, prenatal education
program, Healthy Addition is
available to all BCBSF members.
"Members are identified through
a referral program. We mail
educational materials to all members
in early stages of pregnancy and
then call again at 28-32 weeks. For
members identified as high-risk,
we communicate more frequently,
sometimes as often as every week,"
says George. "Through these
phone calls, we reinforce the
importance of following the
doctor's orders."
"I really like the individualized
service behind this program,"
continues George. ''We are totally
immersed in the health of the
member and what we can do to
help them through a difficult time."
Proenza's maternity leave was to
begin April 24. With her pregnancy
at 36 weeks, she would have a few
weeks to take care of herself and
prepare for the upcoming birth.
During her last day of work,
Proenza felt the contractions begin
again. So, after finishing up for the
day, she decided to play it safe and
stop by the hospital.
AL South Miami Hospital, medical
personnel began monitoring
Proenza's baby and determined
that labor had begun. The monitors
also showed that the baby's
heart rate was dropping with
each contraction.

After consulting with Proenza and
her husband, the doctors made their
decision - she would undergo a
Caesarean section to avoid further
stress to her baby. On April 24,
200 1 , just hours after leaving work,
she gave birth to a happy and
healthy baby girl-Priscilla Ashley
Proenza, 6 pounds 1 1 ounces. "My
husband and I were so happy to
have Priscilla. I know the support
and encouragement from Clevette
played a part in the health of our
baby," says Proenza.

11

1 was able to

Addition program. When I worked at
another company, no one did any
thing like this. Clevette always called
to check up on me and I thought that
was great," says Proenza. "I was able
to return to work eight weeks after
Priscilla was born. She is fine and
I'm feeling great."
For more information about
Healthy Addition and how to
enroll in the program, call
1 -800-955-7635 and select
option six. �

return to work eight

weeks after Priscilla was born. She is fine and

I'm feeling great."

Following up with members after
delivery gives the Healthy Addition's
staff the opportunity to check on
the conditions of the new mothers
and their babies. "We also use this
opportunity to present information
about the Dependent Care
Connection, Inc. program. It's a
counseling and educational service
that addresses child care options
and other services," says George.
"I absolutely love helping the
mothers and I'm especially happy
when there is a good outcome for
both mother and baby."
Throughout her pregnancy,
Proenza appreciated the support of
George and the Healthy Addition
program. "I was very surprised by
the attention and care I received
from Clevette through the Healthy

Maria Proenza credits Healthy Addition
with helping her deliver a healthy
baby girl.
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CONSUMERS
IN C
GE

C o n s u m e r i s m - h i g h e x p e ct a t i o n s f r o m c u sto m e rs fo r p ro d u ct
perfo rm a nce a n d service - is ra pi dly ch a n g i n g the hea lth care m a rket .

"Consumers' experience with
other industries, such as financial
institutions, retail businesses and
long distance companies, has
improved dramatically," says
Melissa Rehfus, vice president
of Customer Knowledge and
Capability Development. "This has
led to higher consumer expectations
across all industries. With other
industries seeking to satisfy
consumers with new, nontraditional
solutions, we need to dramatically
improve our attentiveness to our
members and our ability to meet
their needs."
That's why BCBSF is seeking to
redefine its relationship with
consumers through Customer

WE HAVE TO TRANSFORM
BCBSF INTO AN ENVIRON
MENT WHERE WE'RE NOT
JUST OPERATING ON AN
EVENT-BY-EVENT BASIS.

Relationship Management (CRM).
"Right now we're very transaction
oriented," says Barbara Hunter,
vice president of Strategic Service
Delivery. ''We process claims
or receive phone calls. We have
to transform BCBSF into an
environment where we're not just
operating on an event-by-event
basis. We need to look at the entire
member experience so that we can
resolve members' issues the first
time, understand and anticipate
their needs, highly satisfy them
and build loyalty."
CRM has become a buzzword
among many corporations seeking
to shape their business based on
customers' desires. "CRM is a
philosophy, a way of doing business
that places the consumer at the
center of everything we do," says
Carl Corsuti, director in Customer
Knowledge and Capability
Development. "Basically, we need
to understand our members'
needs, values and expectations and
use this knowledge to target and
add value for our members in our
products and services."

p

0

n t

At our company, CRM is every
employee working every day to
respect, value, learn from and
serve our prospective and current
members. It is the principle that
should guide us to accomplish
corporate strategies and objectives,
while building member relationships
and loyalty.
Such an approach requires every
employee across the enterprise to
adopt a radically different mindset.
Each employee must realize they
impact consumers directly through
their interactions, and indirectly
through the services we provide,
decisions we make and products
we develop.

I

M o re ch o i c e a n d f l ex i b i l i ty

Benefits You - BCBSF's employee benefits program - is changing to provide
l! e � ployees with more f!exibility and choice. It's part of a new strategy that
�ij remforces th� partnership between employees and t�e company. In 2002, the
company will roll out the next phase of a benefits package that allows
}, !.)!)� employees to select the benefits and coverage levels that make sense for
/\'.; .t hem and their families.
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"You'll be able Lo choose benefits
,.l/,,,
\fjW: that are right for you," says Paula
Labian, director of Total Rewards.
"You and the company will spend
money only on the benefits you
l:l select."
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)�· No longer a fringe or an extra,
benefits are a significant portion of
\} \' Lolal pay - as much as 35 percent.
,
Consequently, they require close
attention if the company is to balance
f
\�( customer needs for af ordable
-�� - choice with diverse employee
,);> n eeds for flexible henerils.

',:;cf

>t;�;

ir·

!.,;'/�.: In 2002, employees
'
. . can select from

:R? /,.' a hroader menu of options and even

opt out or reduce certain coverages
and receive "flex dollars" lo spend
0 1 1 other bencfi ls or receive as cash
have health coverage through
spouse's employment, you
can waive health care and get 50
' n ex dollars' each month to spend

on other benefits or take those
dollars as cash," Labian says. It's
important to note that employees
are required to have group medical
coverage and must verify coverage
before opting out of BCBSF's
health plans.
"Employees' options used to be
health care coverage for singles or
families," says Labian, "Now they
can choose from plans for an
employee, employee plus child or
children, employee plus spouse or
domestic partner, or employee plus
family. In addition, we'll offer new
dental and vision options."
The evolving benefits package is
designed to provide competitive
benefits Lhal are cost effective and
that help the company attract,
motivate and retain highly skilled
employees while remaining
competitive in the marketplace.

In Phase I, the company expai
health care options to three
coverage and contribution lev
and offered simplified HMO a
PPO plans as well as a dental

Phase II offers competitive be
with more choice and flexibili
than ever before. Employees ,
share more of the cost and tal
more active role in their decis
about benefits. Still, in most c,
BCBSF employees will pay les
their health care benefils Lhan
employees of other companies

"On average, other employers
Florida pay 65 percent of the <
of employee health insuranc<
premiums. In 2001 , BCBSF pa
aggregate,84 percent of the h
insurance premiums," says La
In 2002, BCBSF will pay in aggr
80 percent. ''With health care c
projected to rise in the double c
next year, the company is aski:J
employees to share more in th
cost to help us stay competitivt

Staying competitive means bala
between two of our core value:
members are our reason for bt
and employees are our numbe
continued on
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CRM involves every product, service
and "touchpoint," or interaction
that potential and current members
have with BCBSF, its subsidiaries
and affiliated vendors - from
initial awareness to enrollment and
throughout lhe member's life.
Other industries are well known
for their ability to understand
their customers' preferences. For
example, when you call some
pizza chains, your previous orders
and your address appear on a
computer screen Lo Lhe person
handling your call. As part of
computer telephone integration
(CTI), BCBSF is Jaying the technical
groundwork so when a member
calls, basic information about
their products, coverage and the
nature of previous calls will
immediately be available to the
person handling the call.
Armed with this information, we
will be much better informed lo
help members with their needs
and resolve concerns. In addition,
notes Corsuti, eventually everybody
throughout the enterprise will
have consistent and comprehensive
member information.

You'll be able to choose
»enefits that are right for you."

ives
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C RM WILL

u lti.m ately work

All member encounters represent
an opportunity to learn from our
members, build relationships with
them, provide them with appropriate
products and services and create
deeper loyalty. Thanks to CRM,
every contact with a member
would ultimately elicit information
that would generate a series of
follow-ups. This, in turn, could
lead to more satisfied members
and to increased sales of traditional
and non-traditional products from
across our business sectors.
To lay the foundation for CRM, the
company is currently supporting a
number of projects designed to
improve our members' experiences,
gather member information and
use the information in product
development and improvement.
These inclgde the Consumer

Here's an exam ple of how CRM will
work when a member contacts us with
a concern:
A concern is received by email, telephone,
mail or face-to-face. In addition to resolving
the concern and entering that information
into our customer information database,
we would ask the member a few questions
about their demographics, health, last
experience with us, occupation or hobbies.
Based on responses, we would then
suggest products and services that might
interest them - and send them relevant
information related to their health or
these products or services through the
communications channel of their choice.
We then would follow up on the concern
and the other products and services and,
hopefully, make a new sale. After delivering
that product or service, we would follow up
to gauge satisfaction.
In short, concerns from our members can
serve as opportunities to provide insight
into our products and services while
learning more about our members and
strengthening our relationships with them.
Life-changing events such as a marriage,
birth or divorce, could trigger an exchange
of information. This exchange could
strengthen our relationships with members
and provide an opportunity to offer additional
products or services.
"These changes in people's lives should
trigger things we can do for our members,"
says Armando Luna, vice president of
Corporate Marketing and Sales. "For
example, understanding that when a
member turns 50 or 55 that he or she is
approaching retirement and needs financial
services is understanding their needs."
rn,r, 200 1
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Transformation initiatives and
projects integrated under CRM.
(See "Foundational CRM Projects,"
below.). All of these projects will
help build the information technol
ogy i nfrastructure that CRM
requires to support service and
cross-selling opportunities.
"One of the keys," says Joyce
Kramzer, group vice president of
the North GBU who heads several
key projects, "is Lo recognize that
members want a variety of ways to
access us and our products." Some
prefer direct mail, others want to
speak with a telemarketer or speak
in person with a sales agent. Since
some prefer to make purchases
online, BCBSF recently introduced

Internet sales of some products for
individual members.
At the heart of a CRM philosophy is
a better understanding of our
members. This requires information
- much of which we already have.
During the pasl Lhree decades,
says Doug Porter, a BCBSF director
and head of Lhe information tech
nology marketing and integration
unil, BCBSF gathered large volumes
of customer information.
"But it is fragmented throughout
the company," he says. A CRM
philosophy will pull that information
together into reliable, usable data
that is readily accessible. "The
concept here is very simple," he

says. "We need a foundation of
information about our members
from which we can derive both
information and intelligence."
The information to which he refers
is the member's history, such as
his or her past few calls and their
resolution as well as a collection of
demographic information. By intel
ligence, Porter means information
about the member's needs and
desires that can be compared and
contrasted with products and
services BCBSF already offers or is
exploring for future development.
"That," says Porter, "is where the
power of Customer Relationship
Management really starts to come

in."Cl

Foundational CRM Projects
Here's a brief sum mary of the
major projects that are part of
the foundational CRM work:
■ Channel Automation: The
different channels through which
all of our products are distributed
to our members are being connected
and automated. Members might
deal with us via direct mail,
phone, an agent or a BCBSF sales
representative. Channel automation
will enable anyone working in any
of these four channels to learn
basic information aboul a prospect
or customer, including his or her
previous contacts with BCBSF
telemarketers or agents and what
information has already been sent
to the member. All this information
will be available immediately,
while the company representative
talks to the member.

■ Channel Compensation:
Automating our compensation
programs for our various distribution
channels, such as sales agents and
telemarketers, will enable the
company to accurately track how
well various compensation and
incentive packages relate to sales
results - and modify those pack
ages accordingly to get the best
results. The company will also be
able to analyze the costs associated
with each sale and determine the
percentage of each product sold
via the various sales channels.
■ Rating: The raling process determining a rale quote for a
prospective or renewing group
customer based on such factors as
age, sex and geography - will
be significantly automated,
streamlined and standardized. The
automation should cut about three
days from the1 0 to14 days it usually

takes for BCBSF to respond to a
rating request. In addition, most
benefit alternatives and their
impact on rates will be able to be
accessed immediately by sales
persons or agents via the Internet,
with no need to refer back to a
company underwriter.
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Benefits You - More Cho ice and Flexibility

7

National Business Unit Raises Florida's Profile

BCBSF's employee benefits program is changing. T he company is
rolling out a benefits package that allows employees to select their
own benefits and coverage levels.
Did you know that the National Business Unit produces about
one-third of our H ealth B usiness revenues? Learn what makes the
NEU a success.
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More than Words: A Strategy to Become Consumer-driven

The Health Business Strategy is evolving to remain independent and
consumer driven. To help in this transition, Consumer Transformation
Teams were formed to help us become truly consumer centric.
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Employees G ive a Thu mbs-up to BCBSF Workplace

Find out what employees said about BCBSF overall j ob satisfaction
and the effectiveness of company communications.
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Navigy: Making Ideas Real

Gain more insight into the
company's reasons for creati
Navigy and what we can
expect from its new j oint
venture, Availity.
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Healthy Delivery

Meet Maria Proenza, a BCBS
employee who is thankful th
our Healthy Addition progrm
helped her deliver a heallhy
baby girl.
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Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) places
the consumer at the center a
everything we do. Learn abc
the initiatives to put this
philosophy in place.

■ Contract Automation: This new
process automates the selection,
printing, collating and distribution
of member packages. After a
member enrolls, the system creates
a product pick list, which is used
to retrieve appropriate forms (such
as member handbooks, provider
directories, endorsements and
other collateraJ material) from a
document library, merges member
and product data and produces a
digital image of the documents. The
process supports both new enroll
ments and enrollment maintenance
and will replace the current
Director of Public Relations & Communications:
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ecing together a

better BC BS F

e heard it many times. The health care industry is going through unprecedented challenge and change. But
are we doing to remain competitive and more importantly, to stay in business for the 5 m illion Floridians
rely on us every day?

mswer is A LOT. There are many initiatives you will read about in
,sue that will help us through today's transitional times. A major
formation is under way in the health care industry and the people of
F are doing what we can to lead the change.
r Health Business sector, we are looking for better ways to deliver
table health care choices. This is part of the company's quest for
1uous improvement, one of our core values deeply rooted in our
,rate culture.
·e not satisfied maintaining the status quo. "Continuous learning and
>vement are keys to our success. Our world and our industry are
�ing daily. That means we have to continually learn how to improve
we do now as well as develop new capabilities," says our President
:EO Michael Cascone.
1ghout this issue, you'll read about our efforts to improve. This is most
nt in our desire to focus more sharply on consumers. Knowing them,
·standing who they are and how we can best meet their ever-changing
is at the crux of many projects, including Customer Relationship
gement (see page 24) and the work of the Consumer Transformation
s. (See page1 4.)
)ur continuous improvement isn't limited to the Health Business
Sector; it spans throughout the enterprise. The development
of Navigy, which will help diversify our business, is
testimony to that. Read all about our new
subsidiary on page 18.

Our spirit of improvement expands
to the community and the world
around us. The events of Sept. 11
struck us deeply and prompted us
to reach out and help those in
need. BCBSF employees gave of
their money, their blood and their
prayers. For our associates in New
York who work for Empire Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, we offered
our services and support and
signed banners to show our
encouragement.
Our desire to improve, to
remain ahead of the competition,
is something we can all be proud
of. It's the BCBSF way; it's the
American way.

ON THE COVER:
The l e a d e rs of t h e C o n s u m e r
Tra nsformation Tea m s a re h e l p i n g
B C B S F become more co n s u m er
focu sed . Pictu red (l eft front to
rig ht) a re Cath e r i n e Pe per, Dave
P i zzo, Ba rba ra H u n t e r, D o u g
Po rte r, J a n e Tut e n , April H a rre l l ,
Elana
Diane
Ki rkla nd
and
Schrader. Read more about t h e
C o n s u m e r Tra nsformation Tea m s
on page 1 4 .

ONE OF THE KEYS

IS TO REC OGNIZE THAT

MEMBERS WANT A VARIETY OF WAYS TO ACCESS
US AND OUR PRODUCTS.

manual method of assembling and
distributing member packages.
■ Web Sales: Through bcbsfl.com,
individual Florida residents can
review, select and purchase health
products online at our website
with secure around-the-clock
access to a nUTI1ber of our insurance
plans, benefit and rate information.
Consumers can review selected
plans, receive instant quotes and
choose from a number of products.
It will also be available to small
groups by the end of the year. Live
assistance is available weekdays8
a.m. -8 p.m.
■ Enterprise Customer Self
Service: Members visiting our
website can now securely access
static information, such as
downloadable forms, provider
directories and Frequently Asked
Questions. They can a]so request

duplicate ID cards or benefit
booklets. By the end of the year,
the company also hopes to offer
more interactive capabilities,
including checking claims status
and explanation of benefits
(EOBs), changing primary care
providers and submitting inquiries.
■ Consumer Information Platform
(CIP): This will build the information
infrastructure and intelligence
interface to serve as a foundation
for all consumer-related initiatives.
CIP is being built to better serve
our existing members, drive effi
ciencies in our current operations
and better meet consumers' ever
changing needs and expectations.
■ Online Broker (eHealth):
Members or prospects who want
to review, select and purchase
health products online can also
look at BCBSF health plans on

eHealthinsurance.com, which
provides a broker-like experience
on the web. Our health plans and
those of competitors are displayed
to prospects, who complete their
applications online and then print
and send in their application to the
company of their choice. Live
assistance is provided online.
■ Computer Telephony Integration:
CTI integrates the telephone and
computer to provide our customer
service associates with immediate
access to relevant customer
information by displaying it on
their desktop when a customer call
is received. CTI also offers the
ability to transfer calls and data
between different business units a critical step in CRM.
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With coverage choices for nearly every need, why spoil another moment thinking about
your health plan? The best health plan is the one you don't have to think about.SM
1 9953-0501

www. b c b s f l . c o m
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BlueCross BlueShield
of Florida
An Independent licensee ol the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
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